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For Athletic Director Paul Krebs, if s been...

A Revolving Door
By Erik Cassano

grams have been as varied as the
sports they play. In the cases of
Gary Blackney and Buddy Powers,
the programs needed more energy, a spark to infuse life into teams
that had gone stale. The Falcon
football team won back-to-back
MAC titles under Blackney in the
early '90s, but had stagnated
toward the end of the decade.
"My first year here, we went 5-B
and I figured we were turning the
corner toward contention again,"
Krebs said. "That didn't happen,
unfortunately."
The Falcons went 2-9 in
Blackney's final season.
The hockey team, though it
advanced to the 2001 Central
Collegiate 1 lockey Association
tournament semifinals, was coming off a string of losing seasons
this past spring. Attendance was
falling for home games and a general apathy had permeated the
campus toward Falcon hockey. It
was becoming clear to Krebs and
the Athletic Department that the
life had gone out of Powers' program.
"In the case of Buddy Powers,
you had a coach that, while he was
well-liked, wasn't getting tile job
done to satisfaction anymore."
Krebs said. "We needed new life, a
new person with fresh ideas, and
that's what I think we have in Scott

SPORTS REPORTER

Rail Krebs has spent but a relative sliver of his career as Bowling
Green's director of athletics. He's
been at his post for not quite four
years. In that time, however, he's
replaced more major-sport coaches than some athletic directors do
in their entire tenure. The football,
men's and women's basketball and
lockey teams have yielded four
coaching changes, and another
near-change, since December
2000.
The torrent of coaching changes
>egan in fall 2000 when football
rach Gary Blackney announced
lis resignation effective at the end
of the season. His- vacancy was
filled by Urban Meyer, who left this
past December and was replaced
by Gregg Brandon.
Women's basketball coach Dee
Knoblauch was terminated following a second-round MidAmerican Conference tournament loss in March 2001. Curt
Miller was named her successor
later in the year. Hockey coach
Buddy Powers was relieved of his
job following the 2001-02 season
and replaced by University alum
Bffi S»M,Br BG News Scott Paluch.
And then there was the case of
PLENTY OF CHANGE: Athletic Director Paul Krebs, pictured above
men's basketball coach Dan
at the announcement ot Urban Meyer's departure, and below at the
Dakich. last spring, he waved a
hiring ot Gregg Brandon, has seen coaching changes in four major
tearful good-bye as he departed
sports in his short stay at BG.
for West Virginia University. Less
than a week later, with a nation.il
coaching search about to commence, he backed out of his West
Virginia contract and returned.
Dakich has never publicly revealed
the exact reason for his comeback.
Krebs acknowledged there has
been a high turnover, but nothing
that shouldn't be accounted for.
"What we've had here is an
unusual amount of turnover in key
positions," he said. "But as someone in an administrative position,
it is something you plan for. You
have to have a list of four or five
names, people you have evaluated
as potential successors for almost
every position in the department."
Krebs said each case must lx'
evaluated on its own. livery coaching search must be tailored to the
needs of the pmgram and filled
after a series of interviews with
several short-list candidates.
"1 think that you can never hire
someone after just one interview,"
he said. "You need at least several.
After several interviews, that is
when the tnie personality of that
person will begin to emerge."
lhe needs of BG's athletic pro-

Much."

Krebs said that while the change
didn't translate to the scoreboard
this year — the Falcons finished
the season 8-25-3 - there is a definite change in the attitude of the
hockey program.
"If you have been to our games
this season, you see a change in
the team." he said. "Fewer mistakes, more energy, bener play.
The wins, 1 think, are coming. Scott
has a great recruiting class coming
in."
The coaching change for
women's basketball was necessitated by what Krebs saw as a mismatch of coach and team. I lis dislike of the way Knoblauch handled
the team is still evident. Krebs said
Knoblauch had trouble managing
her players and recruiting for a
Division 1 program.
"Dee came from a Division III
program at Mount Union," he
said. "Thai's probably where she
should have stayed.
"Any coach who comes in and
says T don't like to recruit tall players' for basketball, there's problems right there."
KREBS, PAGE 3

MEYER LEAVES
Krebs admits he was under (he
impression, after Urban Meyer's

(above, right) comments at his
final media session of the season.
thai he was here to stay. Alter all.
Meyer said he had unfinished
business here.
But, a week later, Meyer
hopped on the first flight to Sail
Lake City and bigger bucks.
Now. Krebs has no hard feelings, and even wishes Meyer
becomes the Mountain West's
coach of the year.
But closer to home, he hopes
Gregg Brandon (right, below)
can also cany over Meyers
momentum. Krebs conducted a
national search, but after players
backed Brandon, he had an easy
choice.
Brandon, a major part of the
offense implemented in 2001
that produced astounding numbers, has held onto many of the
previous staff members, giving
Krebs the sense of continuity he
spoke of during Brandon's press
conference.

POWERS FIRED
Buddy Powers (above, right)
had lost control of the program,
essentially. A run deep into the
Central Collegiate I lockey
Association playoffs saved
Powers after 2001, but another
dismal season in 2002 was the
end of the line for Powers.
Scott Paluch (below, right), an
assistant at Boston (College at the
time, was brought in by Krebs.
again fulfilling his desire for continuity — Much played here in
the mid-HOs, and was a member
of
the
1984
National
Championship team.
Since then. I'.iliu li has insert
ed his own form of discipline,
punishing players for missing
curfew and misbehaving otherwise, on and off the ice.
Paluch struggled in his first
season at the helm, going just 825-3, but return captain D'Arcy
McConvey and assistant captain
Kevin Bieksa to anchor a talented
but young team. Goalie lordan
Sigalet, who overtook Tyler
Masters on the depth chart, will
also return.

Outstanding Senior to be named Thursday
By Dmitry Bulgakov
REPORTER

Ibis year, the outstanding
senior award will be presented
Thursday night during Beyond
BG, an event sponsored by
University Ambassadors and the
Student Alumni Association, at 8
p.m. in the Union Ballrom. First
presented In 1990, the outstanding senior award is one of the recognized University nominations
"It is presented to one senior
who has demonstrated «i outstanding effort in his or her academics, extracurricular activities,

leadership and community service in their years in Bowling
Green," said Donna McCartney
Beyond BG Outstanding Senior
Chair.
"I think it is really great that
Bowling Green State University
recognizes ten of the most outstanding seniors for all of our
accomplishments, dedication,
and service to the University,"
said Mike Orlando, one of this
year's nominees. "I think this is
important because myself and
die other finalists have all made a
special contribution in our own

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

ways to make BGSU such a special place."
To select the best, every organi zation on campus received letters
asking them to nominate two
seniors that they felt were worthy
of the award.
"We've got about 45 nominations, and we sent out applications to all of them," McCartney
said. "We had an application and
selection committee of five faculty, staff and alumnus members,
they received all of the applicaUons and from there they narrowed it to the top ten."

WEDNES0A¥

The top ten nominees were
interviewed by committee, which
selects the outstanding senior.
The results will be announced on
Thursday.
T believe that I was nominated
because I have strived to make a
difference in the lives of students
both in my organization |Alpha
Phi Omega] and all others on this
campus," said Sara Hoge president of Alpha Phi Omega and one
of the top ten nominees. "I work
to make sure that students
understand that they are very
important to the overall campus

THURSDAY
Sunny

lligh:56"
Low: 35"

SENIOR, PAGE 2

NOMINEES FOR THE
OUTSTANDING
SENIOR AWARD
•PAUL COULTER
• SARA HOGE
• DAVID HUMPHREY
• JENNIFER KRESS
•MICHAEL ORLANDO
• GARY NOVOTNY
• IRIS RESENDEZ
• SARAH SACCANY
• KRISTIN SIRMANS
• TIMOTHY ZWAYER

SATURDAY

Sunny

High: 62'
Low: 39"
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community and am help make a
difference in the world."
One of the main criteria during
selection process was involvement in the community outreach
programs.
"I think the award makes
underclassmen aware thai there
is more to BGSU than classes. It's
an environment to experience
new things and become
involved," said Jennifer Kress, a
nominee. "In my opinion, it Idle

Partly

Cloudy

High: til
Low 43"
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Malvo willingly confesses to shootings
By Matthew Barakat
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

IA1RI AX. Va. — Sniper suspect
Lee Boyd Malvo willingly confessed to some of the shootings
during a police interview last fall,
laughing as recalled shooting an
FBI analyst in the head, prosecutors said in legal briefs made public yesterday.
Malvo's lawyers assert that
police manipulated a confession
about his role in the spate of
shootings that terrorized the
Washington, D.C., area. He and
fellow suspect John Allen
Muhammad. 42, have been
linked to 20 shootings, including
13 deaths, in Virginia. Maryland.
Alabama, Georgia, luuisiana and

Washington, D.C.
In the documents, prosecutors
say Malvo chuckled as he recalled
the reaction of a boy he shot at
and missed.
"Evidently, Malvo found it
amusing that as the errant bullet
flew past the boy's head he swatted at the air as if a bee had
buzzed too close," wrote Fairfax
County
Deputy
Commonwealth's
Attorney
Raymond F Morrogh.
"Malvo actually smiled and
chortled as he recounted this
event."
Malvo's demeanor during the
six-hour interview in November
proves he was not intimidated by
police into a confession, Morrogh

wrote.
Malvo's lawyers want the confession tossed out They argue
that Malvo's lawyers were not
present and that Malvo made it
clear to police that he did not
want to talk about the shootings.
A hearing on the confession that
both sides agree is critical is
scheduled April 28.
In a 40-page brief filed earlier
this month, defense lawyers
argue that authorities undertook
"covert and intentionally deceptive actions" to transfer Malvo to
Virginia without the knowledge
of his court-appointed lawyers at
that time. They also say that
Malvo asked for his lawyers at
the very beginning of the inter-

view but that his request was
essentially ignored.
Prosecutors do not dispute
that Malvo, who was 17 at the
time of the Nov. 7 interrogation,
asked police, "Do I get to see my
attorneys?" and later said, "My
attorneys told me not to say anything to the cops until they got
there," before confessing. But
Morrogh argued that those statements fall well short of the clear
demand for a lawyer needed to
stop the questioning.
"At best it was an expression of
some reservation in Malvo's
mind that he elected to reject by
waiving his rights," Morrogh
wrote.
When Malvo was first arrested,

in late October, he said nothing
to police who tried to question
him.
But when he was transferred
to Virginia for prosecution on
Nov. 7, he allegedly opened up to
Fairfax County homicide detective lune Boyle, and FBI special
agent Brad Garrett, who has
been involved in many of the
FBI's recent high-profile investigations.
"At times during the interview,
Malvo laughed or smiled,"
Morrogh wrote. "For example, he
laughed as he described shooting (FBI analyst Linda Franklin)
at Home Depot in the head."
Malvo signed a waiver to his
Miranda rights, which guarantee

the right to remain silent and the
right to a lawyer, with an'X.'
Malvo's decision to sign with
an 'X' demonstrates that he
"obviously felt free to decide for
himself how he would respond
to police questions and
requests," Morrogh wrote.
Defense lawyers, on the other
hand, indicate that his refusal to
sign his own name is a clear signal that he did not want to waive
his rights.
Both suspects face the death
penalty. Prosecutors have said
the shootings that occurred during a three-week spree in
October were pan of a scheme to
extort $10 million from the government

Washington sends team to search for weapons
1HI ASSOCIATED PHESS

Key developments yesterday in
Iraq:
• Muhammad llamza alZubaydi, known as Saddam
Hussein's "Shiite Thug" for his
role in Iraq's bloody suppression
of the Shiite Muslim uprising of
1991, was arrested, the U.S.
Central Command said. He is No.
18 on Washington's list of 55

most-wanted Iraqis and the
queen of spades in the U.S. military's deck of 52 cards.
• U.S. weapons experts in Iraq
have discovered ingredients and
equipment that can be used to
make a chemical weapon, U.S.
military officials confirmed.
• Washington is sending more
than 1,000 experts specializing in
weapons, intelligence and com-

puters to join the search in Iraq
for weapons of mass destruction,
analyzing documents, interrogating prisoners and scouring suspicious sites.
•The head of the Iraqi National
Congress said Saddam Hussein
remains in Iraq. Ahmad Chalabi
told the BBC that his group was
tracking Saddam, but with a
delay of at least half a day on his

latest position.
• The Pentagon has no interest
in keeping U.S. military forces in
Iraq longer than it takes to stabilize the country, Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld
said, denying a news report that
the United States was planning a
long-term military relationship
with Iraq.
• Retired U.S. General lay
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sealed its border with Iraq and
that anyone crossing into the
country would require a visa.
• The U.S. Army controlled
Baghdad after days of looting and
arson.
Coalition-run
radio
announced an 11 p.m.-6 a.m.
curfew, and a power plant in
northeast Baghdad began supplying an oil refinery and a nearby district.

Seniors recall mark
they have made here

SUMMER FUN
•

Gamer, who is overseeing Iraq's
reconstruction,
arrived
in
Baghdad from Kuwait. Garner
said his priority was to restore
basic services as water and electricity.
• Syrian Foreign Minister
Farouk al-Sharaa said his country
wants dialogue and not heated
exchanges with the United States.
Al-Sharaa also said Syria has

SENIOR, FROM PAGE 1
awardl a way to recognize student
leaders for their desire and commitment to excel through education and in extracurricular activities. I think I was nominated
because of my commitment to
many different organizations and
my desire to serve not only BGSU,
but the community as well."
"At this point, 1 think we have all
made our mark in the University.

If we did it for the awards, it would
not be for the right reasons."
Orlando said. "Whether or not a
student is one of the 10 finalists in
their time at BGSU, I think it is
important to realize all students
can come together here to make
BGSU a premier place of educational initiatives. I do have to
admit, I am very thankful to even
be considered for such a prestigious award."
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anagement

Awesome Rates!

1 month
FREE

2003

■ *J" Free heat & water'

^rUU single occupancy
JliU double occupancy

Call (419) 352-4380

STUDENT UNION

The Bowling Greenery
Administrative Assistant Day
Appreciation Lunch
ALL WEEK
Monday, April 21 - Friday, April 25,2003

11:30am-2:00pm
Choose from the following specially selected entrees:
•Shrimp Caesar Salad with Side of Fruit or Cup of Soup
•Vegetable Greek Pasta with Side Salad
•Chesapeake Crab Croissant with
Fresh Fruit and Cup of Soup
•Cajun Chicken Breast with Black Bean and Corn Salsa
over Rice, including Cup of Soup

Price $7.95

Please make reservations by calling 372-4736
Regular menu also available.

When/Where:
Thursday, April 24,
8-10 p.m. Union Ballroom

What:
Year-end celebration with
tons of free food, games,
prizes, and numerous
giveaways

Who:
Anyone, including YOU!
Sponsored by University Ambassadors,
Student Alumni Association, Give BG and Pepsi
9
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CELL BIOLOGY CLASS TO BE OFFERED THIS SUMMER
Cell Biology (407/515) will be offered by Carmen Fioravanti in the
first summer session (May 19 - June 27). Fioravanti will serve as
instructor for both the lecture and laboratory portions of the
course. The lecture portion is from 11 a.m. to 12:15 p.m., Monday
through Thursday. The lab portion will be 1:30 p.m. to 4:50 p.m.,
Monday through Wednesday.

CAMPUS
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rhc calendar of ewnls is taken from
hnrrJ/evtnls.bgsu.edu

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
"Old Traditions and New
Directions"
Featuring sculptures by the
Sculpture Club complemented with
photos by fine art majors.
Union Galleries
8 a.m. -11 p.m.
Asian American Heritage Month
Exhibit
Sponsored by Ethnic Studies.
Union Room 105
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
MFA Thesis Exhibitions
The culminating exhibitions for
graduating BGSU Fine Arts students at the Masters level
Dorothy Uber Bryan & Willard
Wankelman Galleries

i :|
I

shoestring budget... everything
from quick and easy snacks, to
developing a theme for maximum
fun! (Class max: 20; No material
fee) Register for workshops at the
Information Center in the BowenThompson Student Union. Advance
registration is required and space
is limited. Classes last approx. 2
hours. For more information contact the Information Desk at 419372-2741.
Student Union 314-Buckeye
Telesystem/CPS Meeting Room
7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
A Day in the Life Film
Film sponsored by Residence Life's
Social Justice Task Force.
Olscamp Hall 117
7 p.m. -10 p.m.
A Woman's Narrative Conference
Sponsored by Precious Stones.
Union 202B-Community Room

10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
UA0 Tie Dye Sale
Education Bldg. steps
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
American Red Cross Bloodmobile
Union Multipurpose Room
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
American Culture Studies Info
Distribution
American Culture Studies will be
distributing information about a
group they are forming called
Positive Youth Foundation.
Union Lobby
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
How 2 Workshop
"Party Planning On A Budget" with
instructor, Camille Jenkins. Learn
how to plan a great party on a

7:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Visiting Artist Lecture: Ben
Frankmoss
Lecture sponsored by the Graduate
Art Student Association.
Business Administration 114
7:30 p.m.
North Korea: Next Iraq?
Dr. Fuji Kawashima, Director. Asian
Studies; Dr. Mark Simon, Chair,
Political Science; and Dr. Gary
Hess, Distinguished Research
Professor of History will speak on
United Nations and United States
Policies on North Korea.
221 Olscamp Hall

^^k
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7:30 p.m.
Music from Bowling Green at the
Manor House: Students from the
Voice Studio of Myra Merritt
Free and open to the public.
Wildwood Metropolitan Park, Toledo
Music
7:30 p.m.
Defining Leadership
Discover your influence and find
your destiny. This event includes
Christian fellowship and worshipful music as well as Campus
Minister Andy DeGurge, who will be
sharing and helping to define
leadership. For additional information contact Lisa McMillan at 419836-9373.
Olscamp 103
8 p.m.
Clarinet Choir
Directed by Kevin Schempf. Free
and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center
8 p.m. -9 p.m.
Star-Spangled Banners
Star-Spangled Banners (the sun,
moon & stars on flags of the
world) multimedia show in the
Planetarium. $1 donation suggested.
BGSU Planetarium -112 Physical
Sciences Lab Bldg.
9:30 p.m.
UA0 Movie- Rules of Attraction
Union Theater

"If you have a successful coach, another school is going to come
along with deeper pockets."
PAUL KREBS, BGSU ATHLETIC DIRECTOR

Krebs sees recruiting
as key in future coach
KREBS, FROM PAGE 1
Krebs said he is pleased with
the way Miller is handling the
team right now. but he is still digging his way out of the problems
he inherited. The women's basketball team has finished below
.500 in each of Miller's first two
seasons.
The most recent football
turnover is a 180-degree turn
from the changes at the helms of
hockey and women's basketball.
With the hiring of Brandon,
Krebs is trying to perpetuate the
success the football team has
experienced the past two years.
Under Meyer, Uie Falcons had
records of 8-3 and 9-3, including
an 8-0 start to the 2002 season.
"In football, we weren't in
need of dramatic change," Krebs
said. "Brandon will try to capitalize on the foundation that has
been laid. He was the best fit for
our situation. He was, in my
mind, the genius behind our
offense the past two years."
Brandon was the offensive
coordinator for BG the past two
seasons, when the Falcons were
among the national leaders in
scoring
"I have to hand it to Paul to
look at me along with other candidates," Brandon said. "I think I
earned the job, and I am glad he
was willing to look at me and
ultimately decide on me."
Krebs still has not fully recovered from the sudden departure

bookstore

A new and
convenient way
to shop for
your textbooks...
Web site ordering
• We find and pull the
books so they are ready
for pick-up when you
return for Fall Semester
• First access to used books
• Use your BiG Charge
• Visa, MasterCard or
Discover also accepted

Beat the crowds, order online at

http://bookstore.bgsu.edu
Pick up your reserved books Aug. 18-29 during store hours
in the Multi-Purpose Room, Bowen-Thompson Student Union
BOWLING

GREEN

STATE

UNIVERSITY

have to connect the team to the
city and the fans. It is something
Meyer put a high price on when
he came to BG, and something
Brandon wants to continue. To
Brandon, reaching out to the
community begins on the field.
" Wc just need to win, first and
foremost." Brandon said. "We
need to put a good product on
the field and make it worthwhile
for fans to come to games and
stick around until the end."
High turnover, especially in
highly-competitive, big-money
sports like football and men's
basketball, may be the new reality for a mid-size program like
BG. Krebs said it is a fact for most
programs regardless of size.
"Turnover is a reality even in
I Bowl Championship Series]
conference schools." he said. "If
you have a successful coach,
another school is going to come
along with deeper pockets, a
higher-profile job. or the pros
will come around. It is a good
problem to have, though. I'll take
my chance with that scenario
rather that not have competitive
programs.
"You just have to be ready for
change. Every place I go, games,
events, conventions, I am always
looking around at assistants,
administrators, coaches, seeing
who might be a candidate I
could look at for this program.
I've learned from the situations
in the past two years that any
good athletic director docs that."

BGSU

UNIVERSITY

order
online

of Meyer. Within two weeks of
saying he had "unfinished business" to take care of in BCi, Meyer
left to take the head coaching job
at the University of Utah. There is
still a small but apparent sense of
betrayal in Krebs' words.
"I am not going to get into it
too much, but just let me say
there were conversations I had
with Urban that led me to
believe he was staying." he said.
The hard feelings for Krebs
stop at the office door. 1 le said he
wishes Meyer nothing but the
best at Utah. It is a professional
courtesy, but the wishes also
come with a benefit for BG in
mind.
"I hope Urban becomes the
Mountain West Conference
coach of the year at Utah," he
said. "There will always be pan
of him connected to BG, and any
success he has will be a good
reflection on this school. It will
show that you can come here
and field a successful program."
Krebs said that when he looks
for a new coach, he wants to see
a few common denominators in
all candidates, regardless of the
sport.
"They need to be good
recruiters," he said. "They need
to have a knowledge of the game,
an ability to teach effectively, and
be able to instill a sense of discipline, manage the team."
Krebs said involvement in the
community is also a high priority. Coaches that come to BG

LEADERSHAPE 2003
Congratulations to those selected
to attend LeaderShape 2003
Jacinta Avery
Maliaka Bell
Brian Bickley
Lauren Boltz
Amber Browning
Joshua Bugbee
Matthew Clever
Kristin Colella
Sarah Conway
Kevin DiNarda
Alisha Flores
Julie Fratus
Monica Frost
Lynsey Griffin
Jonelle Gundy
Jamie Hartley
Amy Howerton
Stephanie Huelsman
Matt Humberger
Lisa Jacko
Angela Jackson
Stephanie Johnson
Elizabeth Juchno
Amy Kirk
Josh Kontak
Jill Lause
Kara LeSage
#
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Megan Manley
Matthew Mauer
Keri Mohrbach
Andrew Moit
Brittany Nawman
Quiana Odom
Danielle Page
Melissa Paine
Scott Pogros
Crystal Richardson
Shannon Roeper
Alex Rogosheske
Matthew Ruhlin
Lori Sansone
Jill Schumacher
Aaron Shumaker
Sydney Sigler
Joey Smith
Cheryl Smith
Pamela Smudz
Senetta Swinea
Levente Szentkiralyi
Stephanie Wancheck
Lindsay Wiener
Karen Wood
Alex Wright
*
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QUOTEI \<>i on,

OPINION

"A good Muslim woman would not let this
man touch her, as a signal to everybody
that this is not a way to behave."
Sheik Ali laboun, in Najaf.on whether forbidding Iraqi wives from having sex
with husbands who have looted would be consistent with Islamic teachings.
(iKwwrefciwn)

WIRE EDITORIAL 11. MI.WKSOTA

U.S. should use unbiased inspectors
Where are the weapons? As
the war in Iraq winds down, this
question is central on many
minds, including those in the
White I louse and Pentagon.
Often used as a justification for
the war, the U.S. forces, in their
campaign to liberate the country,
have yet to find the weapons of
mass destruction officials
adamantly claimed existed at the
war's outset. As die search con-

tinues, bringing back U.N.
inspectors would grant the
United States an added measure
of credibility. It would also help
ease themindsofa skeptical
global public.
The United States is now
undertaking a larger task than
the war itself: rebuilding a nation
and alliances it damaged in the
nm up to war. Many are skeptical of U.S. justifications for the

war and righdy demand proof of
Saddam Hussein's weapons of
moss destruction. Because the
United States is so invested in
the issue, bringing back U.N.
inspectors would help boost
credibility. It also would help
allay rumors, which have already
surfaced, that the United States
might plant weapons if it doesn't
find them.
But perhaps most imponandy,

it would help the United States to
mend the relationships it damaged by waging diis war without
international support. By using
U.N. inspectors, the United
States would show that the international body will play an
important role in the future of
Iraq.
Russia and other nations support the return of U.N. inspectors, which is intertwined with
the U.N. sanctions regime. The

United States wants the sanctions lifted. So do Russia and
other nations. But as Russian foreign minister Igor Ivanov stated,
"For the Security Council to take
11 us decision | lifting sanctionsl,
we need to be certain whether
Iraq has weapons of mass
destruction or not." The Security
Council would be hard-pressed
to make the decision to lift the
sanctions if all relevant information comes from a U.S. military

source.
The United States should heed
the will of the United Nations
and allow unbiased inspectors
back into Iraq. By doing this, the
United States will achieve an
undisputable international
authorization for the war and
will show a willingness to cooperate with the international community it has unsettled with this
war.

MTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Transgender issues
ON THE STREET

Abortion is a
senseless act
that is wrong
During much of the political
gunfire that takes place on the
Opinion Page of this paper. 1 am
able to roll my eyes and keep my
mouth shut. Recently, however, I
feel driven to respond to one
issue that has arisen.
The graphic abortion images
that MI H «l outside the Union for
a few days were disturbing to
most who saw them — as they
should have been. In the days
following the display, though, I
was horrified to overhear students laughing about the issue,
making light of such an atrocity.
Whether or not abortion
should lie considered genocide is
debatable, I lowevet there is no
doubt in my mind that it has
become an epidemic of senseless
slaughter. I expect that my opinion will meet with plenty of resistance as a college campus is
often a painfully liberal place.
Nonetheless. I cannot and will
not ever understand how anyone
with half a brain and half a bean
can consider such a ruthless act
to be acceptable. Women who
support choice are behaving selfishly and ignorantly; their only
concerns ore for their own
desires and so-called rights. May
I remind you that, when abortion
is the issue, you are no longer
defending your right to make
choices regarding your own body
— you are making choices
regarding a life that is separate
from your own. And who,
besides Cod, has the "right" to
take the life of another for their
own benefit?
lb these pro-choice women, I
have one other point to make.
When you choose to have sex
with someone, no matter the
contraceptive measures token,
you take the risk that pregnancy
may occur. With the decision to
lie intimate comes the responsibility to accept the consequences. By allowing abortion to
l>e used as a form of birth control, we allow innocent lives to
pay for the selfish ignorance and

anyone else. You might be able to
protect yourself for a while physically, but you cannot do so forever, nor can you ever protect yourself emotionally or spiritually.
I am surprised at how many
young women seem to accept
the idea that sex is a requirement
for any relationship even though
they are usually the ones hurt
most by it. I am also discouraged
by how few young men make
any effort to curb their sexual
appetites. If sex is "standard
equipment" in your relationships, you ore truly selling yourself short.
Believe it or not, you can date
someone for an extended time
and not have sex with them. 1
know that's not common, but do
you really want the same problems as everyone else? The effort
it takes will certainly be worth
the reward of preserving yourself
for the right person.
The proper place for sex is
within a life-long marriage commitment. Within this context,
you can exercise complete sexual
freedom. You can interact sexually without the fear of being compared to someone else and you
can enjoy your partner rather
than evaluate them. If your commitment to each other precedes
sex, then sex is not some sort of a
test, it's the extra credit section!
Love is commitment and love
is valuing the other more than
yourself. Sex outside a committed marriage relationship will
create rather than solve problems.
You will need to wait to find
the person who will love you and
be committed to you. This waiting will be difficult at times. But,
when that person does come
into your life, you will be unaffected by all others and you will
be able to fully commit to them
without reservation. By waiting,
you also show others how much
you value yourself. That's important because it often sets a standard for how much they value
you.

irresponsibility of women. In
short, muster some willpower
and avoid sex until you're grownup enough to handle it.
To Ms. Kale, who feels attacked
by the pro-life display, I am sincerely sorry for the misery you've
experienced. However, don't you
think it's inappropriate to feel
sorry for yourself when the one
who paid for your actions was
the child that you disposed of to
avoid dealing with an unwanted
situation? While it's not my place
to pass judgements on others, I
wonder what women who have
had abortions have told themselves to justify their actions and
show such lack of concern for
any life other than their own.
I am ashamed to live in a time
when such a heinous act is even
debated, much less considered
to be okay.
ERIKA L WIERMAN
STUDENT

How much are
you worth in a
relationship?
Last week the campus was
taken up in the debate on the
value human life: when it begins,
freedom to choose, etc I want to
look at human life from a different perspective today.
While there are many ways to
measure the worth of a person,
we must all conclude that every
person is highly valuable as a
unique individual. The problem,
as I see it, is that few people live
in a way that reflects their true
value. Many are giving themselves away for a negative price.
lit me explain. This is all
about sex. When you have any
son of sex with someone you are
being quite intimate with them
and giving yourself physically,
emotionally and spiritually.
Often times you get hurt feelings
when that person later decides to
see someone else. You may also
feel guilty about it and you could
end up with a sexually transmitted disease. This happens to
smart people just as much as

Who would win in a
fight between Lassie
and Ozzy Osbourne?

JILL SCHUMACHER
SOPHOMORE, PSYCHOLOGY

"Lassie because Ozzy
is all messed up from
the drugs."

DANA ORLANDO
JUNIOR, IPC
"Ozzy because he has
bean burrito power."

DONNA MCCARTNEY
SENIOR, IPC

"Lassie. Even a dog has to
be smarter than Ozzy."

GARY N0NNEMACHER
DEPT OF MATH/STAT

HOLLY MITTELMEIER

WHERE DO YOU STAND?

SOPHOMORE
PUBLIC RELATIONS

L-mail your letters/columns to bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu.
See Submission Policy for guidelines.

"Lassie because Lassie is
pretty and Ozzy is not."

ignored on campus

ELIZABETH A.
ANDRIACCO
Guest Columnist
There is a recent trend on
this campus in regards to GLBT
issues. No, it's not that they are
getting more press time or that
Vision is having Rainbow Daze.
It's that GLBT issues have
somehow melted into GLB
issues. How many people on
this University's campus have
seen anything dealing with
transgender issues over the last
year? I know that I have seen
very few, and I've been on the
lookout.
Most people probably aren't
even aware of what transgender means. In a general sense,
a trans person would be someone who doesn't conform to
the gender roles that comply
with their biological sex. This
might mean that someone was
bom with the biological sex of
female but is a man. Or, this
could be a drag queen who
only performs as a woman for
the show, and then lives the
rest of his life as a man. Or, this
would include the genderqueer person who doesn't
identify with the term man or
the term woman. The trans
community encompasses
many different people with
many different genders, sexualities, races, ethnicities, ability
levels, etc
Yes, it's difficult to be a gay
man or a bisexual woman and
live in a residence hall when
people shout, "That's so gay!"
or "Faggot!" on a dairy basis.
But, it's nearly impossible to
live in a residence hall on this
campus if you are transgender.
Which rooms are you permitted to live in? Which roommates can you have? Which
bathrooms are you required to
use? When you have a break in
between classes and you need
to use the restroom, what do
you do? The sad truth is that
most trans people hold it.
afraid of encountering the
police, or even violence, when
they try to use the bathroom
for their gender. If this isn't
your life, if you haven't experienced this, would you want to?
In her column, "Campus
needs to work on acceptance,"
leanette Beal accuses the
newspaper of being uninformed. However, she goes on
to refer to" Brandon Teena and
countless other victims of gay
bashing in this country." Beal is
the one who is misinformed on

this issue. Brandon Teena was
not gay at all. In fact, he was a
heterosexual transsexual man.
His rapists may have refereed
to him as a lesbian, but only
because they were ignorant of
transsexual issues. This is a
case of transphobia. It is
important to coll it what it is.
Referring to this as a "gay bashing" only leads the reader to
assume that Brandon was
actually a lesbian or a gay man.
This is not respectful to
Brandon's memory, nor is it the
least bit accurate. Brandon was
killed because he refused to
live the life of a woman, even
diough he was bom with
female genitolia.
Many people ore killed every
year because they don't follow
society's standards for gender.
Fred Martinez of Colorado was
killed for almost the same reason that Brandon Teena was,
by his peers. Tyra Hunter of
D.C. was left to die after a car
wreck when emergency workers, seeing her male genitalia,
refused to save her life.
Likewise, Robert Eads was
refused medical care when he
was diagnosed with ovarian
cancer, and died as a result
Perhaps you are reading this
and thinking that this doesn't
affect you, that you dont know
anyone that is trans. The truth
is that you most likely da
There are a number of transgender students on this campus that 1 know personally, and
I am only one person. The person sitting next to you in class
might be trans, your RA could
be and maybe your instructor
is.
Transphobia, like homophobia, racism and anti-semitism,
among others, is a serious issue
that needs to be addressed.
But, whose job is it to address
these issues? Should the Center
for Multicultural and Academic
Initiatives or Residence Life be
doing something about the
current living situations for
transgender individuals on this
campus? Should Vision be
doing something? I'm not sure.
But I do know that trans issues
have been altogether ignored
throughout this whole year and
people are suffering because of
it.
If you want more information about some of the amazing people who have been
killed in America because of
their gender_expression, visit
http://www.gendcr.org/remem
ber/.
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MAN CHARGED IN SLAYING OF INDIAN ACTIVIST
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (AP) — One of two men accused of
killing an American Indian Movement activist nearly 30
years ago has been transferred to South Dakota to stand trial
in federal court. Arlo Looking Cloud, a 49-year-old homeless
man, was moved to Rapid City from Denver, where he was
arrested last month, prosecutors said yesterday.
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New Jersey school testing new
cutting-edge security system
By Angela Delia Sand
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PLUMSTED, N.l. — The
biggest security breach in recent
memory in this small central New
Jersey school district happened
when a parent forgot to sign in at
the office before delivering cupcakes to a child's classroom.
So it was somewhat of a surprise when the Plumsted district's
three schools became the test site
for a cutting-edge eye recognition
security system designed to keep
out strangers.
"We're an appealing test site
because we are a small community where everybody knows
everybody," said Michael Dean,
the schools' technology coordinator. "We're taking a rural town
and asking, 'What is John Q.
Public's perception of this technology? What is people's comfort
level — is this easy to use?'"
The iris scanning technology
will be used to identify employees
and those authorized to pick up
children in the 1,800-studcnt district. Anyone else will have to
show ID before being allowed in.
Students themselves will never
been screened.
In the wake of shootings and
child abductions, schools nationwide have been taking steps to
tighten security, from installing
metal detectors and video cameras to hiring extra guards.

But iris scanning has never
been used in a school, according
to Una Page, director of marketing for Indian Technologies. The
company holds patents on the
iris recognition software being
used here.
Iris recognition systems use a

"We're fortunate to
live in a small, safe
town. But in this day
and age, you can't
take safety for
granted."
WENDY ARZT, SUBSTITUTE TEACHER
video camera to record the colored ring around the eye's pupil.
More accurate than fingerprints
and other biometric markers, iris
scanning is considered a nearly
foolproof way of identifying people because markings in the iris
arc unique to each person and do
not change as people age.
Plumsted was among some
400 school districts that applied
for a grant from the justice
Department for the iris recognition technology. The federal
agency is building a database on
school security and is using
Plumsted as its first data collection.
"The unique thing about our

grant is we picked a technology
that no one else was doing," said
Phil Meara, assistant schools
superintendent.
The technology has a wide
range of applications. Officials at
the Charlotte, N.C., airport
recently installed iris recognition
systems to identify employees,
pilots and flight attendants. And
United Nations workers have
used it to keep track of Afghani
refugees and prevent them from
claiming more than their share of
aid packages.
Biometrics
expert
Paul
Robertson of TruSecure Corp. in
Hemdon, Va., said he sees potential benefit in the iris scanning
system but questions if it's the
best technology for controlling
entry to schools
He cited privacy concerns on
behalf of people whose personal
data is stored in the schools' system and cautioned against overreliance on a single technology.
More than 300 parents and
nearly all the district's teachers
and staff volunteered for
Plumsted's two-month pilot project that began earlier this month.
Pictures were taken of their eyes,
and the images were stored in a
computer database.
If the iris image in the database
matches that of the person seeking entry to the school, the school
door automatically unlocks.

Darnel H'ilsh«er BG News

SECURITY SYSTEM: Mike Dean, technology coordinator for the Plumsted. New lersey. school district,
looks at parent Kim Johnson's eye on a computer screen after Johnson's eyes were scanned with an iris
recognition technology security system at New Egypt, N.J.. Elementary school. Wednesday, Aptil 9th.
Members of the project's control
group, meanwhile, must show
identification and be buzzed Into
the school by a staffer.
Wendy Arzt, whose two daughters attend
New
Bgypt
Elementary School, lauded the
technology as noninvasive and
easy to use.
"We're fortunate to live in a

* There is a 1 in 5 chance that a U.S. working^
"'woman will earn more than her husband.
<?

If you sleep in a cold room,
you are more

THERE IS STILL TIME
YOU CAN FIND AN
AFFORDABLE APAR TMENT
14ft in MANVll.l.K . One UK. upper duplex. Limit 2 people. M73.00
per month, deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available 5/17/03 to

MM.

m p HRFn. At Thuntln. One Bedroom, 1 Bath. Furnished. Or
Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate • $540.00
One Year • Two Person Rate - S450.00
451 THUHSTLN - Across From Offtnhauer. Furnished Efficiencies
with full baths. Assigned Parking.
School Year - One Person Only - $385.00
One Year - One Person Only - $345.00
521 E. MERRY - Close to OfTtnhiuir Two Bedrooms. Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year • Two Person Rate • $570.00
SOSCinrcil STREET - Campus Manor - Behind Klnko's. Two
Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate • $620.00
One Yeai - Two Person Rate - $520.00

615 SECOND - Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
707 . 727 THIRD . One Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate - $395.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $350.00
,
822-IHiBD. - One Bedroom Furnished. PETS ALLOWED!
School Year - One Person Rate - $440.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $390.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished.'One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
449-455 s. KNTKKPHISg - One Bedroom. Purn. or Unfum.
School Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
One Year - One Person Rate • $350.00

810-815 FOURTH - One Bedroom. Furn. or Unfurn.
School Year - One Person Rate - $425.00
One Year • One Person Rate - $360.00

649 SIXTH - Two Bedroom, One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedroom, One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $535.00
One*Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Udgc Manor. Two Bedroom. Two Baths,
Dishwashers. Extra Storage Area.
School Year - Two Person Rate • $630.00
One Year • Two Person Kate - $520.00
Slfl SEVENTH Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year ■ Two Person Rate • $450.00
839 SEVENTH One Bedroom unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $385.00
One Year • One Person Rate - $450.00
725 NlNTHOne Bedroom Unfurnished. PETS ALLOWED!
School Year - One Person Rate - $445.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $380.00
724 S roil FC.R-Two Bedroom Unfurnished, 1 1/2 Baths.
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Maryland consulting linn 21st
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whether the iris si.mm:

useful in the schools and conduct
surveys t<> determine people's

Clinophobia is
the fear of beds.

Late Night @
Your

Beginning Monday, April 14 through
Wednesday, May 7, 2003, the William T.
Jerome Library will be open until 2:00AM.
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Spring time is lease time!
803 Fifth St.: Two bedroom
unfurnished apartments with
balconies or patios. FREE
WATER & SEWER. Private
parking lot and laundry facilities.
Resident pays electric & gas heat.
$475.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

Sign yours today at...

Come study with us!

UNIVERSITY of

DAYTON
SUMMER E-LEARNING
COURSES NOW AVAILABLE!

School Year - Two Person Rate - $630.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00

521 r. MERRY . Two Bedroom Furnished. CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year ■ Two Person Rale - $570.00
841 EICHTH - Two Bedroom Furn. or Unfum. PETS ALLOWED!
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470.00

332 S. Main St.
(419) 352-5620

Rentals

»,'wl,,l»M.uot n-'l

Courses Available
May 12 - August 2, 2003

Communication
English
Philosophy
Psychology
Religion
Science
Sociology
Theatre
History
Criminal Justice

WE HAW MAW OTHER OK£ A.VD TWOBEDROOMBIILD1NGS STOPWTHC
OFFICE FOR A BROCHURE

Special Programs &
Continuing Education

WE ALLOWPETS INSELECTED BUILWKS WITH A SXS.MNONREFl 'NDABLE PET DEPOSIT.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Tnco BelL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
wvvwJohnnevvloverealestate.com

» .W.4</»4*«»**»»»WUfc-1

Register online at
registerudavton.edu

PHONE (937)229-2605
FAX
(937)229-2615
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Southern
nuclear
plant unlike
Ohio's
By Marti Babineck
1HE »SS0CI«!(D PdESS

HOUSTON — A leak discovered under a reactor at a Texas
nuclear plant is nothing on the
scale of a similar problem at an
Ohio reactor, the Nuclear
Regulator)1 Commission said
yesterday.
"There's a huge difference in
perspective here," said Victor
Dricks, spokesman for the
Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission.
The leak at the South Texas
Project plant southwest of
Houston left a small amount of
boric acid residue from cooling
water. The accumulation, discovered April 12. was smaller
than an aspirin tablet.
Last summer, at the DavisBesse nuclear plant west of
Cleveland, Dricks said a leak
involved a "massive amount of
boric acid crystal" that required
the use of shovels and crowbars
to remove the residue.
"It was that bad. and because
it sat on top of the reactor vessel
it had eaten a football-sized hole
in top of the reactor head."
Dricks said.
The leak at the Texas plant is
different because it occurred on
the outside of two instrument
guide tubes where they enter the
bottom of one of two reactors.
Tests indicate the residue
came from reactor coolant fluid,
plant officials said, which would
lie unique for the f>9 U.S. nuclear
plants like South Texas and
Davis-Besse that used pressurized water reactors.
"We just haven't seen this
before," Dricks said, adding that
stress corrosion cracking — if
that were the cause — typically
occurs at higher temperatures.
Dricks said inspectors found
the problem at South Texas
while following an inspection
order related to the Davis-Besse
problem.
Plant manager Ed Halpin said
the leak was not fast-growing
and the guide tubes in question
are not integral to the reactor's
operation.

WWW.BGMEWS.COM

Denver mayor to step down soon
By Judith Kohler
tfit »SSOCIAIE0 PRESS

DENVER — Mayor Wellington
Webb is stepping down after
more than a decade of growth
that saw Denver dump its image
as a cow town for one of a fast!;rowing, sophisticated metropois
In 12 years, Webb oversaw
construction of an airport once
lampooned for its luggagecrunching baggage sorter but
now rated the country's fifthbusiest. He pushed through
strong gun laws, curfews and
youth jobs programs when gang
warfare erupted in 1993. He
oversaw the building of three
professional sports arenas and
won national recognition for his
support of the arts.
Denver capitalized on the
good economy more than other
cities because of the 62-year-old
Webb, said Thomas Cochran.
executive director of the U.S.
Conference of Mayors.
"When there are good times
like that, that's when you need to
fix that roof, and he did,"
Cochran said. "Denver's a
vibrant city. It's no longer
thought of as, how do you say
that, as a cow town."
In 1991, Webb ran out of
money in his underdog campaign against a former district
attorney and a well-connected
businessman. Relying on door-

to-door campaigning, he logged
320 miles, lost 30 pounds and
made history by becoming
Denver's first black mayor.
The 6-foot, 4-inch Webb
walked the streets again in 1995
to win a hard-fought campaign
against a former councilwoman.
fie had his tennis shoes from
that election bronzed. He won
easily in 1999 and is barred by
law from seeking another term.
Challengers in his first race
tried to portray him as a liberal
Democrat who would be bad for
business. Webb said he worked
with business because "being
good for business means jobs"
During his tenure, shopping
centers were built and renovated
and the downtown warehouse
district was transformed into a
trendy spot with night clubs,
pricey lofts and upscale restaurants.
Webb also championed benefits for the domestic partners of
gay city employees, affirmative
action and needle exchanges for
drug users to stop the spread of
HP/and AIDS.
"I think Webb was mayor
when Denver really came of
age," pollster Floyd Ciruli said.
Republican political consultant Katy Atkinson attributes
some of Webb's success to luck:
the booming economy that didn't bust until the last part of his

third and final term.
"A big chunk of politics is
being in the right place at the
right time, and Mayor Webb was
definitely in the right place at the
right time," Atkinson said.
One issue that has plagued
Webb is the claim of cronyism.
The latest complaint was about a
$490,000 contract not requiring
a bid that went to a law firm in
which Webb's brother is a partner The auditor's office
approved the contract, the
mayor's office said.
Webb said he, like other former mayors, has been accused
of being too loyal. "I think you
give (loyaltv), you get it," he said.
He said the pioneer spirit
explains how he could get elected three times in a city where 88
percent of population is nonblaik.
"We're Western," Webb said.
"People don't care about your
pedigree, they don't care about
your family, your economic
wealth or whether you came
over on the Mayflower. They
want to know if you can cut it
and do a good job."
Seven candidates are on the
May 6 ballot to replace Webb.
The mayor says he won't
endorse anyone until a runoff,
which is likely because a candidate must receive a majority to
win outright.
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MAYOR: Denver mayor Wellington Web is resigning after his third term,
helping the city to become one of the fastest growing metropolis.

Scott Peterson pleads innocent to murder
By lim Wasserman
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MODESTO, Calif. — Scott
Peterson pleaded innocent yesterday to killing his pregnant
wife and unborn son, as the district attorney filed murder
charges and said he would
probably seek the death penalty.
"I am not guilty," a cleanshaven Peterson said during a
brief arraignment in Stanislaus
County Superior Court.
Prosecutors filed the murder
charges hours before Peterson,
30. appeared in the Modesto
courtroom. In the filing, District
Attorney lames Brazelton said
Peterson acted "intentionally,
deliberately and with premedi-

tation" in killing 27-ycar-old
Laci Peterson and Conner
Peterson, the couple's unborn
child.
Their bodies washed ashore
last week about three miles
from where Peterson said he
was fishing in San Francisco Bay
when his wife — who was eight
months pregnant — vanished
just before Christmas.
"It's hard for me to realistically believe it is anything but a
death penalty case at this time,"
Brazelton told ABC News.
Brazelton didn't return messages left Monday by The
Associated Press.
The charges against Peterson
include the special circumstance that he committed more

than one murder, allowing the
district attorney to seek the
death penalty.
California law permits a murder charge for a fetus if a pregnant woman is slain, even if the
fetus is not viable, said Hallye
Jordan, spokeswoman for the
state attorney general. The law
has been on the books for about
30 years.
Documents filed by prosecutors said the killings happened
at the Petersons' home in
Modesto between Dec. 23 and
Dec. 24.
Peterson, a fertilizer salesman
who has always maintained
that he had nothing to do with
his wife's disappearance, was
handcuffed and shackled when

lie entered the courtroom
Monday. As ludge Nancy Ashley
read the charges, Ian Petei suns
mother. Sharon Rocha, wepl.
Public defender Tim Bazar
was assigned to the cast' after
Peterson said he could not
afford to hire a lawyer. The case
was continued until a May 6 bail
hearing.
Peterson was arrested Friday
in San Diego County because
detectives feared he might try to
flee to Mexico. He has since
been held without bail at the
Stanislaus County jail.
When he was arrested,
Peterson's naturally dark hair
was reddish-blond and he had
grown a goalee. He had $10,000
in cash with him in his car. said

Administrative Assistant's Week
April 21" - 25"

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY !1
We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.50 - $10.00 per hour

Add a smile to your Assistant's day with this daisy bud
vase, accented with a Highlighter.

1-800-899-8070

Plus there's a lot more to choose from all at..

The Flower Basket

Located just minutes from Campus!

We Also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Us!

165 South Main Street * Downtown Bowling Green
419-352-6395

Lexington. KY
Uma/Bucyrus
Cleveland/Ashland
Canton/Erie
Cincinnati/Kentucky
Mansfield/Ashland

1021 S. Main St.
419-352-0123

1-800 283-5511
t-734 955-9094
1-800-355-2732
I -800545-4423
I -800-545-4423

Schedule an interview A.S.A.P.

-Tuesday night Specials• Two for Tuesdays
• Two meals for only $12
• Choose from:
Spaghetti, Ham Steak, Chop Steak, or Pot Roast
(Starts at 4pm)
"salad and dessert for an additional $1.89 with specials*

-Thursday flight Special* All you can eat
fried chicken... $6.99
Includes potato, vegetable, stuffing.

(4 p.m. - Close)
Check out our daily specials!!

R. Howard Fine Jewelers
139 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
Mon - Fri 9:30am - 5:30pm
Thurs 9:30am - 9:00pm
Sat 9:30am - 4:30pm

1-800-674-0880
1-800-288 -4040
I -800-894-0529

Oayton/Spnngtiekl
DelfOit
Pittsbufgh
Wesl Virginia
Southeast Ohio

www.homecityice.com

f^J ■*teJ

M■( IS SI 1 MS

I -800-933-3575
1 800^94-0529

Wo Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school
and work during summer break. We offer Schedule
Flexibility. Start training NOW

Bowling Green, OH
43402

LUXURIES.
N () W FOR
1 HE 1 JAKE

HrmMtMnlm

Hiring Students Pan- Time NOW and Full- Time Dunng Summer & Breaks

«5.95

Y( lU'V 1 (; I v i. \
MIR A 1 l I III

Kirk

Great Job Opportunities !!

H2.96

This springy pastel "bushel basket" is holding a cheery
Azalea plant—a great way to express your Thanks!
Highlight

lawyer

McAllister, who had represented Peterson before the arraignment and met with him in jail
Saturday night, would only say
there was a good explanation
for the cash his client had. He
declined to say why he was no
longer representing Peterson.
In an Interview with Time
111. i);. i/ine, Peterson's fattier, Lee,
said "police have just bungled
this investigation from day
one."

SUMMER HELP

We've added fresh flowers to this lush ivy plant,
just perfect lor your Assistant's desk!

ABu«hel of Thonk»

bodies.
Defense

Check Us Out !!
www.homecityice.com

♦ 19.95

Staying rowan

a law enforcement source who
spoke to the AP on condition of
anon) miry. 1 lis arrest came just
hours before UNA testing confirmed the identity of the two

Hours:
IKMI.II

15% of I

anv rofiular-

Mmk'nl ID

Mon I (HITS (>. V.,m
I tt i. UVim-'J V)pm
Nil "mi ''cm
Nm S.1111 Spin
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TUESDAY

Baseball
Today

April 22,
2003

al Wright Slate at 6:30 p.m.

Fri.-Sun., April 25-27
vs. Marshall at 3 p.m. Friday
and 1 p.m. on Saturday and
Sunday. (DH Saturday)

www.bgnews.com/sports

Men's Golf
Fri.-Sun., April 25-27

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

at Penn State Invitational

Softball
Today
doubleheader vs. Oakland, in
Rochester, Mich., at 3 p.m.

Tomorrow
vs. Toledo at 3:30 p.m.

Sat. X> Sun. April 26-27

Streak ends, but BG wins 2
By Zach Baker

at Northern Illinois at 1 p.m.
on both days. (DH Saturday)

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Tennis
Thurs.-Sun., April 24-27
at MAC Championships in
Ypsilanti, Mich.

Track and Field
Tomorrow
at Drake Relays in Des Moines,
Iowa, starting at 9 a.m.

Women's Golf
Fri.-Sun., April 25-27
at MAC Championships in
Hamilton. Ohio.

Men's golf
posts strong
first round
but ends up
twelfth

Ben SwanjM BG News
WAITING: A Bowling Green sottball player waits to lay down a bunt in a recent game. The Falcons
play Oakland today and then return to the BGSU Softball Field to host Toledo tomorrow.

The streak ended, but the softball team kept winning against
Akron.
The Falcons, despite dropping
the first game of Saturday's doubleheader 4-3, took two of three
from the Zips, moving their MidAmerican Conference record to
11-6.
The weekend series started
Friday, when Liz Vrabel one-hit
Akron, and BG won 6-1, increasing their winning streak to a
school record-tying 10 games.
In the second game, lenifer
Kernahan's home run helped the
Falcons jump out to a 3-0 lead.
Vrabel stayed on the mound
for game two and kept Akron
scoreless through the first three
innings, but Akron scored four
unanswered runs to take the
win.
Sparked by a six-run third
inning, the Falcons won the second game, 7-3.
Coach Leigh Ross-Shaw said
she was happy with the weekend's results.
"Akron's a big hitting team, so
it's always nice to hold them,"
Ross-Shaw said. "To get two out
of three is exactly what we needed, and we played great all weekend."
Ross-Shaw said that the ending of the team's winning streak
had some positives, especially

since BG won the next game.
"It seems like whenever you
start winning all those games in
a row, everybody starts talking
about it," Ross-Shaw said. "We
never want to lose a game, and
in fact, I thought we could have
won {Saturday's game|. I told die
girls that they could stop worrying."
During the Akron series, the
pitching continued to be a big
factor for BG, and Ross-Shaw
said that she expects that success to continue, despite the
grind of the season.
"It's that time of season where
everybody starts to feel a litde bit
tired and a little bit worn out,"
Ross-Shaw said. "We're getting
tired, but so what, all the other
teams are tired too, and we've
just got to batde through this."
The Falcons will play a pair of
non-conference games today
when they travel to Rochester,
Mich., to take on Oakland at 3
p.m.
With a game against Toledo
tomorrow, Ross-Shaw said that
Vrabel will not start either of
today's games, and she instead
will be saved for Wednesday.
The game against Toledo will
be tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. at the
BGSU Softball Field. After that
game, the Falcons will not
return home until May 2, when
they will take on Eastern
Michigan.

By Erik Bell
SPORTS REPORTER

The men's golf team once
again had a great first round, but
struggled in the second and third
rounds to finish 12th at the
FirstEnergy
Collegiate
in
Ravenna.
The Falcons had a three-round
score of 905. Bowling Green was
tied for fourth after a first round
score of 293. The Falcons shot a
304 in the second round and a
308 in the third round, however,
to end up with the 12th place finish in the 15-team tournament.
The tournament was hosted
by Kent State University at
Windmill lakes Golf Club. The
Golden Flashes won the tournament with a three-round score of
857 after firing the best round of
the tournament in the third
round with a score of 289.
Leading the way individually
for the Falcons was Craig
Pickerel. Pickerel tied for 24th
place with a score of 221.1 le shot
a 71 in the first round, a 74 in the
second round and a 76 in the
third and final round.
Bud Ziglar tied for 35th with a
three round total of 225. Ziglar
shot a 72 in the first round, 80 in
the second round and bounced
back for a 73 in the third round.
Chris Leake. Adam Cordes and
Andy Miller also placed for the
Falcons I^ake tied for 59th place
with a score of 231. Cordes tied
for61stwithascoreof232. Miller
rounded out the placers for the
Falcons by finishing 69th with a
score of 236.
Mid-American Conference
school Miami finished second
behind Kent State with a threeround total of 875. 18 strokes
behind champion Kent State.
The Redhawks had a two-stroke
lead after two rounds, but lost by
20 strokes to Kent State in the
decisive third round. Finishing
just two strokes behind the
Redhawks to place third was
Wright State.
Penn State finished just one
stroke behind Wright State to
place fourth in the tournament.
Rounding out the top five was
MAC school Toledo, finishing
one stroke behind Penn State.
Toledo won the tournament last
year at Firestone Country Club.
Fastern Kentucky finished
sixth with a three-round total of
883, one stroke ahead of seventh
place finisher Xavier.
MAC
schools
Eastern
GOLF. PAGE 8

Tennis clinches first round bye
By Erica Gambaccmi
SPORIS EDITOR

The women's tennis team finished the regular season with
two victories last weekend to end
with a four-match win streak.
The win streak in MidAmerican Conference action is
die Falcons' first in nearly two
decades.
The Falcons finished the season with a 10-10 overall record
and a 5-4 mark in MAC action as
they defeated die University of
Akron 6-1 Friday before lieating

the University of Buffalo 6-1
Saturday.
With the win over Akron on
Friday, the Falcons clinched the
fifth seed and a first-round bye
for
next
week's
MAC
Championships.
Friday's match was moved
from BGSU's Keefe Courts to the
Shadow Valley Tennis Club in
Toledo due to rain in die area.
Despite the change in location
the Falcons still came out strong
taking two of the three doubles
matches to win the first point of

the match.

"One of our goals for die weekend was to win the doubles point
in both of diese matches. So we
started out good on our goals
because we won the doubles
point against Akron." head
coach Penny IX'an said.
Lisa Maloney and Susie
Schoenberger teamed up at the
No. 1 doubles position to an 8-6
decision over Akron's lrina
Strembitsky and Diana Serifini.
At the No. 2 doubles position
Alyson Gabel and Gaby Coello

paired up for an 8-3 victory over
die Zips' Courtney Brenkus and
Mindy Price.
The Falcons dropped the No. 3
doubles flight by a narrow 9-7
decision.
Once again the Falcons
excelled in their singles matches.
The only loss came at the No. 1
singles (light where Strembitsky
defeated BG's I jsa Maloney.
Schoenberger played at the
second flight and lost only three
total games in her victory over
UA's Brenkus.

The lone senior on the team,
Gabel competed at the No. 3 singles flight in hard fought match.
Gabel defeated Akron's Serifini,
6-4.6-4.
"Alyson Gabel, it was her last
regular season matches since
she is our only senior," Dean
said. "I think it's pretty cool
because she won all four of her
matches this weekend. Both her
singles were really competitive
matches."
TENNIS, PAGE 9

Falcons travel to
playWright State
BylaymeRamson
ASSISTANT SPORIS EDITOR

STRIKE: Bowling Green pitcher Burke Badenhop pitches in a game last
week at Steller Field. The Falcons travel to Dayton to play Wright State
today.

The Bowling Green baseball team will take on Wright
State today, for the second
time in less than a week.
The Falcons defeated
Wright State. 10-1, when they
played them last week at
Bowling Green's Steller Field,
but Bowling Green will travel
to Dayton for today's 6:30 p.m.
contest.
The Falcons will send freshman right-hander Tyler
lohnson to the mound today
to face a young Wright State
team that has three seniors
and a combined 21 freshmen
and sophomores
The Raiders were 1 -3 over
die weekend against the
University of Illinois-Chicago
in Horizon League play.
Wright State's only win came
in Friday's series opener, 4-3.
In Saturday's first game, they
lost 4-1 and men lost 4-3 in
the second game. On Sunday
the Raiders lost their fourth
game of the week, 4-3.

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COnVSPORTS

Center fielder Chris Tuttlc
leads the team in most offensive categories, and he was 2for-4 against the Falcons last
week with the Raiders' lone
RBI of the game. Tunic boasts
a .373 batting average, 53 hits,
29 runs scored, nine doubles
and six triples.
Bowling Green's lohnson
will be making his first
appearance since pitching
two innings of relief against
IPFW last Tuesday. He will
start for the first time since he
pitched in BG's 9-3 win over
Cleveland State on April 2. He
gave up one unearned ran
and four hits in three innings
of work
Bowling Green lost three of
four games over the weekend,
to fall to 12-16 overall and 5-7
in
the
Mid-American
Conference West Division.
The Falcons' lone win of the
four-game series against
Northern Illinois came on
Saturday afternoon. Bowling
Green survived two rain
delays to defeat the Huskies,

10-4 in Dekalb, III. Starter
Keith Laughlin recovered
from a four-run first inning
and combined with Neil
Schmitz to shut down
Northern Illinois the rest of
the game.
Laughlin struck out seven
in six innings of work. The
game was shortened to seven
innings
The Falcons started their
comeback in the third inning
with two outs limmy Lipari
and Nolan Reimold were on
base when Kelly Hunt singled
to center field, scoring one
run and advancing Reimold
to third. Kevin Longstreth
then doubled to score
Reimold and Hunt, cutting
the score to 4-3 before a rain
delay.
Bowling Green continued
their rally in the fourth inning,
scoring four runs, all with two
outs. Hunt singled to knock in
two runs and Longstreth also
had an RBI in the inning The
BASEBALL, PAGE
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Toledo drops three men's sports
THE »SS0CIAIE0 PRESS

TOLEDO, Ohio — Toledo will
eliminate men's swimming and
men's indoor and outdoor track
and field beginning this fall
because of budget shortfalls in the
athletic department, the university
said yesterday.
The move also will pill the athletic department In compliance
with a federal law that mandates

equal opportunity for female athletes at schools that receive federal
money.
Toledo will save $478,000 by
dropping the three teams with 59
athletes.
Toledo President Dan Johnson
said the weak economy and lower
state funding for higher education
forced the decision.
Athletes on the trams being cut

will keep their scholarships
through their senior year if they
stay at Toledo
"This decision was necessary to
stabilize our financial future," said
athletic director Michael O'Brien.
He said trimming spending in
other sports would have made it
difficult to field competitive teams.
"V\fe had no other choice but to
make this very difficult decision,"

he said.
With the decision. Toledo will
have 16 varsity sports, the minimum required by the NCAA for
Division I schools.
The National Women's Law
Center last lune released a study
that said Toledo slighted its female
athletes by $155,235 during 200001. According to the figures,
women made up 45 percent of the

varsity athletes at Toledo but
received 40 percent of the scholarship money.
O'Brien promised at the time
that it would close the spending
gap between men's and women's
athletics.
A federal regulation known as
Title IX requires schools to offer
athletic scholarship money in a
percentage similar to the percent-

age of men and women on campus.
Complying with gender equity
laws has been a challenge for MidAmerican Conference schools.
Miami University dropped three
teams in 1999, resulting in a suit
against the school by male athletes.
Bowling Green dropped four
men's sports a year ago

Kenyan, Russian win marathon
By Jimmy Golen
THE ASSOCIATED PUSS

Charles Knipa AP Photo

V FOR VICTORY: Robert Kipkoech Cherutyot of Kenya makes the last turn before the finish line ahead
of fellow Kenyan Benjamin Kosgei Kimutai in the 107th Boston Marathon yesterday. Cheruiyot won with
a time of 2:10:11.

Golfers compete
at Penn St. next
GOLF. FROM PAGE 7

Michigan.
Akron.
and
Northern Illinois rounded out
the top ten in that order. The
Eagles had a three-round total
of 892. two strokes ahead of the
Zips. The I luskies had a threeround score of 897.
Finishing in llth, five
strokes ahead of the Falcons
with a score of 900, was fellow
MAC school Ball State.
The Falcons finished ahead
of two MAC schools in Ohio
and Marshall. Ohio finished
two strokes behind the

Falcons, while Marshall finished with a score of 916 to finish in 14th place. Rounding out
the 15-team field was
Manitoba, with a three-round
total of 956.
The Falcons will have their
last regular season match of
the year this weekend in State
College, Penn.. for the Penn
State Invitational. The tournament will be played Friday
through Sunday. Next weekend, the Falcons will play in
the MAC; Tournament in
DeKalb. III., on the campus of
Northern Illinois.

BOSTON — Robert Cheruiyot
won the Boston Marathon by 23
seconds yesterday to give Kenya
its 12th victory in 13 years.
Russia's Svetlana Zakharova won
the women's race to prevent a
second consecutive Kenyan
sweep
Cheruiyot (pronounced chehREE-yotJ finished in 2 hours, 10
minutes, 11 seconds to earn
$80,000, an olive wreath and a
bowl of beef stew. It was just his
second career marathon, having
won his debut in Milan in
December.
In Milan, he finished with the
same time as two others but was
declared the winner by an edge.
This time, he wasn't challenged
over the final five miles to win by
more than two city blocks.
"I was ready to face anything,"
said Cheruiyot, who felt he had a
chance to win at about 15 1/2
miles. "I said, 'OK, I'll win this.'"
Cheruiyot is the eighth Kenyan
to win Boston since his country
began its domination in 1991.
Kenyans swept the first five spots
in the race, and eight of the lop
nine. Benjamin Kimutai was second, Martin Lei third.
Russian Fedor Ryzhov was the
first non-Kenyan, in sixth, and
defending champion Rodgers
Rop of Kenya was seventh. Eddy
ilellebuyck was the first
American, finishing in 2:17:18 for
10th place.

BG NEWS
SPORTS
BRIEFING
Women's golf team finishes ninth at 0SU
COLUMBUS, Oliio — Bowling Green's women's golf team
shot 975 for three rounds to place ninth out of 12 teams in
the lady Buckeye Spring Invitational this past weekend.
Jenny Schnipke led the Falcons, finishing tied for 16 place
after shooting 234 for three rounds. She was consistent with
three rounds of 78.
Shelley Binzel shot 243 to finish in a tie for 28th place. She
shot an 82 in the first round, an 80 in the second round and
an 81 in the final round.
Stephanie Elsea tied for 54th place, Emily Hassen placed
57th, Amanda Schroeder finished 63rd and Julie Wise finished
in a tie for 64th.
The tournament was held at Ohio State University-. Scarlet
Golf Course.
Bowling Green will use this week to prepare for their final
tournament of the season, the Mid-American Conference
Championship in Hamilton, Ohio.

When Gilligan's Island first aired on TV, people actually called the
National Coast Guard to warn them that there were 7 cast aways stuck ashore.

Siltnthrop Cerrace
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am -2:00 pm
Sunday Hours: 12:00 am - 3:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

£& High Speed Internet
^ coming this summer.
Shuttle service to and
from campus.
2 swimming pools.
3 Laundromats
1 and 2 bedroom
Apartments
Heat Paid.
Ride our shuttle to check us out
Lot A 9-10:30 1-4:30

Runs every 30 minutes
, _*.•-/•* rg MUU, t.~

JIIIII MM mill

"It's
disappointing,"
Hellebuyck said. "I'm representing the U.S. and I'm 42 years old.
Where is everybody?"
Zakharova finished in 2:25:20
to beat fellow Russian Lyubov
Denisova by 91 seconds. Her
biggest challenge was staying on
the course when the television
truck turned away before the
Back Bay finish line; she is the
first Russian to win since 1993.
American Maria Runyan was
fifth — the best finish for a U.S.
runner since 1993. Runyan, who
is legally blind, trailed a bicyclist
who provided her with her times
at the checkpoints and guided
her to her water bottles.
She traded positions with
defending champion Margaret
Okayo of Kenya and the two
Russians until Zakharova pulled
ahead at the 13.1-mile mark.
Kenya's Joyce Chepchumba was
third and Okayo, who set the
women's course record of 2:20:43
last year, finished fourth.
Rop was in a pack of a dozen
that trailed leader Vincent Kipsos
through much of the early race
before Kipsos dropped out by
Mile 14. Nine Kenyans ran
together at the 15-mile mark
before some began falling away
from the pack.
South African Ernst Van Dyk
earned his third consecutive victory in the men's wheelchair race,
finishing in 1:28:32 without a
competitor in sight. Secondplace finisher Krige Schabort

struck a giri who tried to cross the
course at the 11th mile; police
said the giri's injuries did not
appear to be life-threatening, and
Schabort aJso was knocked over.
Christina Ripp of Savoy, 111.,
who finished second last year,
won the women's wheelchair
race in 1:54:57.
A field of 20,260 left the starting line at noon after the traditional serenade of "Young at
Heart" by 95-year-old Johnny
"The Elder" Kelley, who started a
record 61 races, winning twice.
An F-15 flyover followed the
national anthem to start the
Patriots Day race.
Temperatures climbed to 70
and a slight breeze blew at the
start, as runners filled Hopkinton
Common, some stretching, others listening to music on earphones. Vendors offered everything from lemonade and fried
dough to mutual funds.
It was 58 degrees in the Back
Bay at the finish.
The race marked the 20th
anniversary of "Joannie's record
run," the 1983 race in which Joan
Benoit shattered the world
record and Greg Meyer took the
men's race for an American
sweep.
No U.S. man has won since
then and a sweep hasn't even
been hinted at since 1985, when
Lisa Larsen-Weidenbach won
the women's division and Gary
Turtle finished second in the
men's.

BG loses two close
games on Sunday
BASEBALL. FROM PAGE 7

Falcons would go on to score
three more runs in the top of the
sixth.
Northern Illinois took the
three other games, handing the
Falcons an 11-1 loss on Friday
and 2-1 and 9-8 losses on
Sunday.
Northern Illinois used fourrun innings in the bottom of the
second and again in the eighth
to stifle the Falcons. Bowling
Green scattered six hits in the
game with Tyler Wasserman getting two hits for the Falcons.
Bowling
Green's
Tyler
Saneholtz limited Northern
Illinois in Sunday's first game. He
allowed only one runner to
reach second base in the first five
innings, striking out seven and
retiring 10 consecutive batters

during those five innings.
Saneholtz finished with eight
strikeouts but Northern Illinois
was able to get some hits off of
him in the sixth inning.
BG's David Barkholz and Steve
Raszka were both 2-for-3 in the
game. Barkholz hit his sixth
home run of the season in the
third inning and also doubled
for the Falcons.
The Falcons took an early lead
in the second game but
Northern Illinois scored three
runs in the seventh for an 8-4
lead. Bowling Green tied the
game at 8 with four runs in the
eighth. The Huskies won it in the
bottom of the ninth when Scott
Simon singled home the winning run.
Bowling Green plays in
Dayton today before returning
to play four games at Steller Field
this weekend against Marshall.

In 1950 Freddie Falcon wore a >
paper-mache head that during
the summer was...
A. destroyed by fire
B. ealen by mice
C. replaced with feather
D. stolen

UVE IN STYLE WITH YOUR PET

BIRCHW00D 650 SIXTH ST.
NEWLY REMODELED
l pats akrwta. Now IMM IKMK now, rifrttartior, mr tht
MMt cwMntJiM, tat* cUMs. chut
■R, HMIW marnii, anal orgarizart MI ITPMI

EacH nrtaarrt rocUrn frt mtriMB to
I mmiM Omrftmt Hearth Sn.
NOW RFJimW FOR MMFJMTE OCCUPANCY
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
5M S. Maul! • 352-B378
Mon-Frl. 1-12,1-*:30
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Cleveland wins second straight
By Nancy Armour

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Brijn Kersey AP Photo
SWINGING FOR THE FENCE: Cleveland's Karim Garcia follows through on his two-run homer, scoring
Brandon Phillips, off Chicago White Sox closer Billy Koch in the ninth inning yesterday in Chicago.
Garcia had two homers in Cleveland's 9-2 win.

CHICAGO — The Cleveland
Indians picked up a nice little souvenir in Chicago: iheir offense.
nilis Burks and Karim Garcia
each homered twice yeslerday as
the Indians won for the second
straight day, beating the Chicago
White Sox 9-2.
Carlos Lee went deep in his fifth
straight game for Chicago, matching a club record. But it wasn't
enough to catch the Indians, who
have won two straight for the first
time since the season-opening
series at Baltimore.
" I Very time we go out there and
get some key hits and drive in
some runs in scoring position, the
confidence is going to come," said
Burks, who finished the day 3-for5.
Cleveland has been scuffling
this season as it adjusts to a lineup
without Hm Thome, searching for
something to jump-start the
offense. The Indians might score
runs in bunches one day, then
struggle to get a couple the next.
But Saturday's bnital 12-3 loss to
the White Sox might have been the
key. Cleveland beat the White Sox
7-4 on Sunday, then scored a sea-

son-high nine runs yesterday.
After beginning the season with
only 11 homers, the Indians have
now hit fiw in the last two days.
They also had 13 hits Monday,
with every staner but one reaching
base. Brandon Phillips reached
base in all four at-bats, singling
twice and drawing two walks
"Wfe're just being more aggressiw at the plate." Burks said. 'Even
if you miss, guys know you're going
to be aggressive."
The Indians went after Ion
Gariand (0-2) right away, tagging
him for five runs and fiw hits in
just 2 2-3 innings.
"I couldn't throw a strike.'
Garland said. "It was really bad. I
just couldn't find the zone."
Garcia got it staned with a tworun homer in the first inning, and
Milton Bradley added a two-run
double in the second. Burks made
it 5-0 with his first homer, a solo
shot, in the third.
One batter later. Garland
walked Casey Blake to end Ills day.
White Sox fans jeered as he left the

mound
"After we got a couple of runs,
he started pressing a bit," Garcia
said. "He newr went back to his
original fonn, 1 guess."

But Rick White didn't fare much
better. Omar Vizqucl hit an RBI
triple in the fourth inning, and
Burks led off the fifth with his second homer of the day. It was the
22nd two-homer game of Burks'
career.
Garcia hit another two-run shot
in the ninth off White Sox closer
Billy Koch for his fifth career multihomer game.
"It's not something that just
happens 1 he hitting is coming,"
Cleveland manager Erie Wedge
said. "It's moving forward and
starting to come together for a
couple of guys."
lilt* White Sox pitchers didn't
get much help from their offense,
either. lake West brook 11-21 got
himself into jams in the first and
second innings with men at third
base. But he got outs when he
needed them and let his teammates do the rest to get his first
victory as a staner since Italy 25,
2001.
Westbrook allowed two runs
and six hits in 52-3 innings.
"It's nice to get a win," he said.
"It's even nicer for our offense to
start well. It's great confidence for
our team. We'll just haw to carry it
over to the next game."

Falcons get first doubles sweep of the season against Buffalo
TENNIS, FROM PAGE 7

At the fourth flight Coello only
lost four games, while Heidi
Homer dropped five total games
at the fifth singles flight.
Laura Kokinda posted a 6-0,63 win at the sixth level to give the
Falcons a 6-1 victory over Akron.
Saturday the Falcons t(x>k on
Buffalo and started out with
another doubles victory. This
time sweeping the Bulls.

"It was our first doubles sweep
in our favor of the year (in MAC
playl," Dean said. "We haven't
done dial since R'bruary against
Wright State."
It was the Falcons' sixth doubles victory in 20 dual matches
this season and the fourth time
this year BG has won all three
doubles flights.
In singles action the only loss
for the Falcons came at the sixth
flight as UB's Wendy Rose defeat-

ed BG s lindsey Mix (7-5,6-3).
Schoenberger stepped up and
played the No. 1 singles position
defeating the Bulls' Karen
Maynard in straight sets
"I think it was also a good
weekend
for
Susie
Schoenberger," Dean said. "She
played one and two. She played
steadier and better."
Gabel, playing in her final
home match of her collegiate
career, moved up to the No. 2

flight, beating Buffalo's Kristen
Ortman, 6-4,6-4.
"IGabell was wry focused and
she was very consistent, but at
the same time forced the other
player into errors," Dean said.
Coello was unable to play a
complete match against her
opponent, Michelle Kollarova, as
Kollarova was forced to retire due
to an injury.
At the fourth flight, Cameron
Benjamin defeating UB's Erica

Why RENT a ROOM when you
can RENT an APARTMENT for LE$$?
when YOU can live LESS than
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS?
If you want MORE for LE$$, GREENBRIAR, INC. offers:
•1,2,3 and 4 bedroom furnished apartments and houses
•On-site Laundry facilities
^24 hour Emergency Maintenance

V" ■

I I "*•-*'"> I

ENGRAVING

JEWELRY • TROPHIES • SILVER • PLAQUES

^aa B&

KLEVERS JEWELRY
Fairview Plaza (Haskins & Poe)
419-353-6691
Cash or Check

WEEK

•Microwaves
•Central Air

APRIL 21-25
Show your appreciation with a gilt
from Klotz. We offer beauliful

Call or Come in today to see a unit!
419-352-0717

fresh floral arrangements,
planters with flowers,
■MBBBBHB

blooming plants, bud vases

&s
$ NOW RENTING FOR FALL^

and more.
We have some new and
unictue ideas. New Rainbow

$

451 & 424 FRAZEE AVE

COLUMBIA COURT
1

3 bedroom, 2 bath
furnished, A/C, fireplace
FREE Internet in selected units
Now offering individual
leases

•
•
•
•
•

3 bedroom, 2 bath
furnished, A/C, fireplaces
microwaves
starting at $800.00
FREE Internet

entire match.
"We managed to get all of our
players in at least one of the
matches this weekend," Dean
said. "F.veryone played really
well."
The Falcons have earned a
first-round bye for the MAC
Championships. Their next
action will come in the quarterfinal round on Friday, where they
will face fourth-seeded Northern
Illinois.

ADMINISTRATIVE
PROFESSIONALS

ALSO AVAILABLE IN SELECTED UNITS
•FREE Internet
•Fireplaces

Zielinski, losing a total of only one
game in the two sets
"Cameron Benjamin, 1 took
her out of the line up against
Akron because she has been
struggling and then I put her
back in against Buffalo and she
played a great match, a very
under controlled match," Dean
said.
lessica lohnson beat the Bull's
Lisa Wittman at the fifth flight,
losing only three games in the

CAMPBELL HILL

Foam can add a variety of

• 2 bedroom townhouse
•11/2 bath, furnished
• washer/ dryer hookup
• full basement, A/C
. ASK about NEW carpet &
NEW living room furniture

colors lo your glass vase
flower arrangements.
Call us today!

GOOD SELECTION OF GRADUATE STUDENT HOUSING
Hours:
Monday - Friday 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1pm
i

GREENBRIAR, INC.

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

352-0717

www.wcnet.org -gbrental

3 ON » BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
MID-AMERICAN CHALLENGE
April 26,27 - Kreislgf Courts
«.
Bowling Green Universitv*5rudenfs Only!
,^+
(No scholarship BG Baskeljgjll Players AllqW)
Separate Girls and Vp ToumgamnT'
Top Three Teams Will Re^feve (Gifrtrertificares)
1st Mac* ttdHaayphiPlac*
Guys
$700
$170
700 '1 $315^
1
32&A!
Girls
$32!
Toui
Tradewinds - Sweet Tea
JBR Automotive
Ask Mom or Dad to sponsor your turn.
For tournament it
www.angelfire.com/mac2/3on3 dtfQraJCjfDhotmail.corn
Post Tournament Party, Award Presentation A FrOTBewrMIW^MIaiiMMalvil 29*

906 Napoleon Rd. Bowling Green • (419)353-8381
TCT Spring Hours: Mon thru Fn 8-7. Sal 8-6, Sun 11-6 ^ I
www.klotzfloral.coni

^ ADULT MART ts
DVD * VIDEOS * TOYS
BACHELORETTE & BACHELOR PARTY GIFTS
LOTIONS & MASSAGE OILS
GREETING CARDS • MAGAZINES

jr

ii

Lingerie (Boutique
www.myadultwarehouse.com
18 &
OLDER

10 MINUTES EAST OF BOWLING GREEN
20 MINUTES SOUTH OF TOLEDO

CORNER RT 6 & 23
419-288-2131

tfg
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QUEEN ELIZABETH II CELEBRATES 77TH B-DAY
(AP) — Queen Elizabeth II celebrated her
77th birthday quietly yesterday, riding on the grounds
ofWindsor Castle and spending time with her family.
The monarch waved to her granddaughter Zara
Phillips — Princess Anne's daughter — as she set off
on her horse, accompanied by a groom.
IJONDON

WORLD
Death toll still rising
By Dirk Beveridge
IH!

PROTECTION: A boy wears a protective mask printed with a cartoon character on it at Telford Gardens shopping mall in Hong Kong
where health authorities have contirmed four more cases of SARS.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

HONG KONG — Hong Kong's
leader said yesterday that the territory is gaining ground in the
fight against a deadly respiratory
vims sweeping Asia, even though
the death toll continued to rise
and there was still no known cure.
Thirteen new SARS deaths
were reported yesterday — seven
in mainland China and six in
Hong Kong. Yet Hong Kong's
deaths and 22 new cases Monday
were fewer Ulan the jumps of 40
and 50 cases a day that the World
Health Organization had reported recently.
Hong Kong Chief Executive
lung Chee-hwa said quarantine
measures and efforts to find peo-

ple who came into contact with
those infected seem to be working. Hong Kong and China have
been hardest hit by SARS.
"On the whole, I think we arc
slowly but surely getting the figures stabilized," Tung told
reporters. Still, he declined to take
questions and would not predict
how long it will be before SARS is
brought under control.
About 3,900 people have now
been infected by SARS around
the world. The 13 new deaths —
reported by China's Health
Ministry and in a Hong Kong government statement — brought
the global death toll to at least
218.
World Health Organization
spokeswoman Maria Cheng said

the latest figures out of Hong
Kong were encouraging because
the territory hasn't seen the sharp
spikes in cases. She also said that
in I long Kong new cases can be
traced back to other reports of
SARS and aren't appearing in
unexpected places.
"Hong Kong has been taking
the right infection containment
measures," Cheng said. "We're
still able to track every new case
to someone who is known to
have had SARS."
There is no known cure for the
illness, though people treated
early enough usually recover, and
most of those who have died in
Hong Kong were elderly or were
sick with something else as well.
Symptoms include a fever of

more than 100, a cough and difficulty breathing.
In China, where SARS appears
to have originated, the government again sought to show it was
taking the illness seriously
enough after playing down the
crisis — and apparently covering
up the number of cases — for
weeks.
State newspapers reported yesterday that Beijing Mayor Meng
Xuenong was dismissed, a day
after he and China's health minister were removed from their key
Communist Party posts. The
punishments came after an
announcement by the Health
Ministry that the number of SARS
cases in Beijing had soared hy
about tenfold to 346.

Arafat, Abbas struggle over new Cabinet formation
By Ramrt Plushnick-Masti
THE ASSOCIATED HESS

JERUSALEM - Yasser Arafat
and his prime minister-designate.
Mahmoud
Abbas,
remained deadlocked over the
composition of the Palestinian
Cabinet yesterday, after all-night
negotiations failed to produce a
compromise.
The crisis — described as the
most severe ever between the twl >
— threatens to torpedo a U.S.backed "road map" to full
Palestinian statehood within

Wt;

three years.
Abbas, who must win parliameniary approval for his Cabinet
by Wednesday, has threatened to
resign if his team is not accepted.
The United States, in turn, has
Mid it will only present the peace
plan once Abbas and his Cabinet
have been installed.
The main dispute is over the
appointment of Mohammed
Dahlan, a former security chief in
Gaza. Abbas wants to give Dahlan
a key security post, while Arafat
wants to keep a confidant, Hani

PK I I VER •

al-llassan, in the job. The new
security chief would have to
supervise a crackdown on
Palestinian militants, a prerequisite for moving ahead with the
internationally backed peace
plan.
On Saturday, Abbas stormed
out of a meeting with Arafat after
the Palestinian leader refused to
support Dahlan's inclusion in the
Cabinet. Israel and the United
States back Dahlan, who has said
he is confident he can rein in the
militants.

3 5 3

7 7 7 0

Al-Hassan does not have much
international support, and as
interior minister in the past few
months has not succeeded in
halting .ut.iiU by militants on
Israelis.
Oadoura Fares, a Palestinian
legislator, said there are no real
alternatives to Abbas because no
one else has his standing
"At the moment, there is no
agreement (on a Cabinet), but in
the end, we are talking about 48
hours, they have to find some
compromise. There is no time to

be hesitant,and to delay processes that arc so important," Fares
said.
Fares was referring to tomorrows deadline for Abbas to win
approval of his new Cabinet,
according to Palestinian regulations. After he was chosen last
month. Abbas, also known as
Abu Mazen, had three weeks to
form a government but then
received a two-week extension,
which expires yesterday.
Palestinians say the Cabinet
must be ready today to allow

enough time to convene the 88member legislature the next day.
Palestinian law does not provide for additional time, so if the
deadline is missed, Arafat would
have to appoint a new person
and start the process over again.
The wrangling is over more
than Cabinet appointments. If
Abbas prevails, it would suggest
he can pursue an independent
policy. If Arafat wins, it may mean
Abbas is little more than a figurehead.
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Wg-Grfncler$j
YOUR HEAITHY ALTERNATIVE j:
TO FAST FOOD
CHECK OUT OUR LITE MENU
Anything else is half-baked!
DON'T FORGET WE DELIVER
523 E. Wooster St.

#

419-353-7770

Cabling Dine in Ctftyout Deliver^ Party Trays
l?\irWVW^rVV^WdV«?WVWMfVWVrWWrt;

Had enough of
studying yet?
Start thinking about where you'll
live next year instead!
114 S. Main St. #7 & 9: One bedroom unfurnished
apartments located downtown above Wizard Graphics
Laundry facilities. Extra storage. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Resident pays electric/ heat. #7 $315.00,
#9 $375.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
117 N. Main St. #2,4,5,6.7 & 8: One bedroom unfurnished apartments
located downtown. All areditferent. Laundry facilities on premises. Resident
pays all utilities. #2 $365.00, #4 $375.00, #5 $335.00, #6 $340.00, #7
$385.00. #8 $290.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
315 ' 2 S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck.
Gas heat. Resident pays all utilities. Eat in kitchen. Cat permitted with
references. Close to downtown. $450.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
117' 2 Lehman Ave.: Three bedroom unfurnished upper duplex. Private
enterance. Resident pays all utilities. $515.00 per month for a 12 month lease
(ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN THREE (3) UNRELATED PEOPLE.)

student. PUBLICATIONS
• Summer 2003 BG News Editor
• Fall 2003 BG News Editor
• 2003-2004 Gavel Editor
• 2003-2004 Key Yearbook Editor
• 2003-2004 Miscellany Editor
• 2003-2004 Obsidian Editor

NEWIPVE
Rentals

J.12 S. Miiin
<H 352-5620

Application forms may be picked up at 204 West Hall.
Deadline is Friday, April 18 at 4 p.m.

WORLD
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Philippines ban US. troops
By Jim Gomez
IHE ASSOCIATE0 PRESS

Shinou Kimtuijhi«' Photo

TALK THE TALK: Jeong Se-hyun, South Korean Deputy Minister for
Reunification, ponders during a press conference in Beijing, China.
South Korea accepted a North Korean proposal to hold Cabinetlevel talks in the North at the end of the month

MANILA, Philippines — The
Philippine government yesterday prohibited U.S. troops from
joining soldiers on combat
patrols during counterterrorism
exercises planned for later this
year on lulu, a southern island
where Muslim militants are
active.
The ban marks a change from
last year, when American soldiers
joined Filipino army units on
combat patrols during similar
exercises on nearby Basilan
island.
Defense Secretary Angelo
Reyes said the new policy is

meant to "emphasize that it will
be the Filipino soldiers who
should be doing the fighting"
Philippine officials fear U.S.
troops could be drawn into skirmishes, violating a constitutional
ban on foreigners fighting in the
former U.S. colony.
When
asked
whether
Washington would agree to
Philippine restrictions on
American soldiers, Reyes said,
"This exercise is being held in
Philippine territories so what the
government says and what the
president says is what will be
done."
Unidentified Pentagon officials caused a political storm ear-

lier this year when they said U.S.
troops would engage in combat
against the Abu Sayyaf, a Muslim
extremist group loosely linked to
al-Qaida and notorious for kidnappings and killings.
Philippine officials quickly
issued denials, but the U.S. statements led to widespread public
opposition to this year's exercises, especially on lolo, where hundreds of Filipino Muslims died
fighting American colonial forces
in the early 1900s.
President Gloria Macapagal
Arroyo said the maneuvers on
lolo would focus on civic projects, intelligence cooperation
and training to evacuate Filipino

soldiers wounded in combat.
The annual exercises, called
Balikatan or "shoulder to shoulder," were held on the main
northern island of Uizon until
last year, when the longtime
allies decided to shift them to
Basilan to help Filipino soldiers
better fight the Abu Sayyaf.
Counterterrorism training and
weapons provided by the U.S.
military last year were credited
with decimating the Abu Sayyafs
main faction on predominantly
Muslim Basilan. But many rebels
survived
a
US-backed
Philippine offensive and moved
10 lolo.

N., S. Korea
Nigerian elections: "huge joke"
plan meeting
By Glenn McKenae

IHE ASS0CIAIE0 PRESS

By Soo-Jeong Lee
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SEOUL, South Korea — Soulh
Korea announced plans to hold
high-level talks with North Korea
next week after President Bush
gave diplomatic pressure a "good
chance" of succeeding in persuading the communist nation
to give up its nuclear ambitions.
In a telephone message, South
Korean Unification Minister
leong Se-hyun accepted the
North Korean offer to hold negotiations April 27-29, his office
said.
The announcement came
days before the United States,
North Korea and China were
expected to meet in separate
talks in Beijing to discuss the
North's suspected nuclear
weapons programs. Those talks
could take place as early as this
week.
Along with the United States,
regional neighbors China, lapan
and South Korea oppose a
nuclear-armed North Korea.
Bush cited that unanimity of
purpose — if not of strategy—as
reason for optimism.

"I believe that all four of us
working together have a good
chance of convincing North
Korea to abandon her ambitions
to develop nuclear arsenals,"
Bush told reporters in Fort Hood,
Texas.
North Korea has accused the
United Stales of planning to
invade, and said the U.S.-led war
against Iraq was proof that it
needed a strong military deterrent.
"If enemies invade our inviolable sky, land and seas even an
inch, destroy up the aggressors
with merciless annihilating
blows," read one slogan carried
by its newspapers, KCNA, the
country's news agency, said in an
English-language report. North
Korea routinely issues such belligerent rhetoric.
Washington says it does not
plan to invade, and has said for
months that a diplomatic solution to the nuclear issue was possible. However, it has not ruled
out a military option.
Amid concern over North
NEGOTIATIONS, PAGE 12

LAGOS, Nigeria — The
Muslim-dominated northern
opposition rejected Nigeria's
presidential balloting as a "huge
joke" yesterday after incumbent
Olusegun Obasanjo, a southwestern Christian, headed for an
overwhelming victory.
Election monitors reported
cases of stolen ballot boxes,
fudged tallies and polling booth
violence, expressing concern that
the reports could compromise
Nigerians' confidence in the
results.
The poll observers said that it
was still too early to judge
whether Saturday's balloting in
Africa's most populous country
was free and fair overall.
Returns from 21 of 36 states
and the federal capital territory
showed Obasanjo well ahead of
Muhammadu Buhari, his closest
rival. Obasanjo had 62 percent of
the more than 28 million votes
counted, compared with 31 percent for Buhari.
Obasanjo's party also won 21
of ihc 2-1 slate governorships
counted so far.
Buhari supporters condemned the vote as a fraud, rais-

Sclulk van ZuyOJm AP Photo

CELEBRATE GOOD TIMES: People celebrate the reported victory of the opposiiton All Nigeria Peoples
Party by spinning their motorcycles in Kano state, Nigeria.

ing fears of violent prolests and
emphasizing Nigeria's existing
ethnic and religious faull lines.
"The entire so-called election
is a huge joke," said Buhari s
campaign spokesman, Sam
Nda-lsai. "As far as we are concerned, democracy has failed."
Nda-lsai declined lo say if the
opposition would resort to violence, as Buhari and others have

threatened.
Party leaders
planned to meet this week to
decide a course of action.
Obasanjo's
campaign
spokesman, Akin Osunlokun,
called the results "a victory for the
entire country" and dismissed
opposition violence threats as
"the inability of losers to accept
defeat gracefully."
The early results, when com-

bined with a sweeping win by the
ruling party in last week's legislative elections, appeared to
strengthen Obasanjo's hold on
power.
Nigeria has never had a peaceful transition between civilian
governments. Despite being one
of the world's largest oil
ELECTIONS, PAGE 12

Summer is almost here...

Have a job yet?
•
•
•
•
•

Earn up to $10 an hour
5 shifts to choose from
New Hire Bonus
Great Benefits
Tuition Assistance

FedEx Ground is looking for part-time Package Handlers to
load and unload packages in and out of trailers. Must be at
east 18 years old and able to lift 50 lbs. to apply.

Accepting applications Monday
through Thursday, 8:00 to 4:00

Management Inc.
NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
Call 353-5800 for
COMPLETE LISTING
or check the website
www.meccaog.coni
Hillsdale Apt. 1082 Fairview,
1 & 2 Bdrm Apis, DishwasherGarbage Disposal, 1'" BathsWasher/Dryer Hook up (2 Bdrm)
A FEW OPEN NOW
M.naRcmrnl Inc.

Evergreen Apt. 215 E Poe
Efficiencics/1 Bdrms, Laundr> on
site, BGSU Bus Slop.
A FEW EFFIC1ENCES
OPEN NOW

/rtJEECA
Management Inc.
Ileinzsite Apt., 710 N. Enterprise
I Bdrms, A/C-DishwasherGarbagc Disposal
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
A FEW OPEN NOW

AfE^CA
»»"»"»"" Inc.

Ground

FedEx Ground
650 S. Reynolds Road
(North of Airport Hwy.)
Toledo, Ohio
1 -800-582-3577
E.O.E

Parkview Apt.. 1045 N. Main
I & 2 Bdrm. 12 Month Lease
Sits by Evergreen Apartments
Management Inc.

Graceland, 208/210/212
S. Church
2 Bdrm I Bath Duplex
1 Car Garage, Washer/Dryer
hook ups

Close to Downtown
Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St. '
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Spy satellites
detect explosion
NEGOTIATIONS. FROM PAGE II
Korea's missile capabilities, a
prominenl South Korean newspaper reported that U.S. spy
satellites detected an explosion
at a North Korean ballistic missile test site in November. The
newspaper. Chosun llbo, cited
sources at the South Korean
Defense Ministry and the U.S.
military.
The explosion took place during a missile engine test at the
site in
North
llamkyong
Province on North Korea's east
coast, damaging the site and
delaying the North's missile
development, the newspaper
said yesterday.
"We cannot verily that," said
Lee Ferguson, a U.S. military
spokeswoman in Seoul.
North Korea is believed to
finance some of its military
activities with drug trafficking,
but it was not immediately
unclear whether 30 North
Koreans detained in Australia
were working for Pyongyang.
In Australia, a court refused
bail to the North Koreans after
the Australian navy stormed a
North
Korean cargo ship
allegedly involved in trafficking
$48 million worth of heroin. The
crew have not yet been charged.
The cargo ship, Pong Su, was

intercepted Sunday by a navy
warship after it refused police
orders to stop off Australia's
south coast. Troops boarded the
ship using a helicopter and
boarding vessels.
In recent years, there have
been frequent reports that
opium, heroin and methamphetantines are produced in
North Korea, and that North
Korean nationals arc involved in
trafficking drugs, particularly to
Japan and Taiwan.
South Korea has sought to
restart the inter-Korean talks,
which the North had broken off
in recent weeks.
The two Koreas initially
arranged to hold Cabinet level
talks earlier this month, but
those talks were canceled when
Pyongyang failed to confirm
them. North Korea also suspended two other woi king level
talks last month. On Saturday,
North Korea proposed holding
high-level talks latei this month
in its capital.
After insisting only on one-oi i one talks with Washington.
North Korea agreed this month
to let China sit at the table. South
Korea hopes it will eventually be
involved in the negotiations,
along with other countries,
including lapan and Russia.

Bowling Green Skating Club
presents

.

lee Horizons> S003
April 26, 2003

-O i '

Matinoc Show 1.30 p.m.
Evening Show 7:30 p.m.
at the B.G.S.U. Ice Arena

.■

Tickets are available at
The BGSU Ice Arena Ticket Offic*
Monday - Friday 3:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

, !
**,
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"The entire so-called election is a huge
joke. As far as we are concerned,
democracy has failed."
SAM NDA-ISAI. BUHARI'S CAMPAIGN SPOKESMAN

Police and soldiers
fear unrest in Nigeria
ELECTIONS. FROMPAGE ll
exporters, Nigeria is desperately
poor and has a history of coups
and unrest.
Police and soldiers patrolled
some mies, fearing unrest. In
Bukuru, a town in central
Nigeria, police fired tear gas and
bullets in the air to scatter
protesting Buhari supporters.
Police also dispeised hundreds of machete-wielding ruling party supporters at a street
party in P.ku. in the southernoOrich Niger Delia.
Saturdays voting was marred
by a shooting at a polling Imolh
in the delta, thesceneol a month
of ethnic and political violence
that has left more than 100 people dead. Six people were killed
in Saturday's attack, election
monitors •ikl
1 Tie election was the biggesl
tesi
for
democracy
since
Obasanjo first was elected lour
years ago, ending 15 years ol
Imital military rule,
His rule has broughl limited
improvement in individual and
press freedoms but the economy
has stagnated and critics say he
has done little to fight povertj
and corruption. Since his election. 10,000 people have been
killed in religious, political and
ethnic fighting, including hundreds massacred by army
troops.
(loasanjo, a I 'hrKiian and ethnic Yoruba who was a military
leader in the 1970s, is most popular in In-, home region in the
southwest.

Buhari, a junta leader who led
a 1983 coup after an election
widely derided as flawed, is a
Muslim and a member of the
lulani ethnic group, with support in ihe north.
Buhari is a former military colleague of the president, although
Iheir relationship soured after
i Ibasanjo accused him of mismanaging a government trust

fund.
Nigeria's election commission
has promised to overturn results
in cases of proven fraud.
I loucver, commission chief Abel
Guobadia insisted the vote was
clean.
"As far as we an concerned.
|so far] there has been no rigging," Guobadia said.
Yet journalists and observers
said they witnessed ballot box
i heft and bribery. In many parts
c if the delta, a boycott and allegations of fraud prevented voting.
RestusOkoye, chainnan of the
Transitional Monitoring Group,
which had 10,000 election
observers across Nigeria, dismissed results in several delta
states showing close to 100 percent turnout and 90 percent support for Obasanjo.
Observers witnessed "scores
of cases'' of rigging, ballot box
theft, bribery and intimidation,
"often with the collusion of electoral officials and security personneL" Okove said.
Nearly half of Nigeria's 126
million people registered foi the
balloting An official turnout figure was unavailable, but officials
characterized it as strong.

BGSU Bursar Acceptafi .-* *

Matt,

«

Scott Hamilton

Happy 2 year
AnnOt/enary (4-21).
Happy 21*&Crthday
Cr-26).

Alissa Czisny
Amber Czisny
along with over 200 local skaters
www.icehorizons.org

All seats $18

v******:*,*** . ^

Sponsored by Hunlington Bank
Sanctioned by the U.S.F.S.A.

Love/,
Kel&ey

Spring Festival '03
Tues, April 22: Precious Stones
"Woman's Narrative" 202B Student
Union 7P

^P

$P*

Wed, April 23: NPHC "Karaoke Nite"
Student Union 7P
Thurs, April 24: Dry Dock
"Stay Dry Pool Party": Rec 7P
Fri, April 25: "Comedy Show"
7-1 OP Ballroom After Party 10P-2A
Eppler Gym
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Greek sorority looking lor cook 0304 academic year. 35 1/2 hrs. week.
Send resume to Gamma Phi Beta
Cook 1616 Williams Dr.Fremonl, OH
43420 or call Kathy at 419-332-6717
or Jen at 419-214-4795

Services Offered

Lawn Maintenance.
Part & Full lime lor Spring S
Summer. Call 352-5822

Think you're pregnant?
Know all the lacts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals

Learn a skill lor lite. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com
NEW AT PISANELLO'S
"Game-Time Wings"
Try a sample ol 5 wings
tor $1.75
with a $5.00 minimum purchase
(419) 3S2-5166
Now accepting
Visa, Mastercard & Discover

Sat, April 26: "Cookout" City Park noon
"Divine Nine Step Show" OLSC 101
7-1 OP After Party Eppler Gym 10P-2A
Spring Fest table set-up in the Union
11-4P. Come and check us out!

Everything you're
looking for<^ <*>
843 Sixth St. #2,3,5,6,8,9,10,11412:
Two bedroom unfurnished
apartments with 2 full baths. Central
air conditioning. Dishwashers.
Washer/ dryer in building. Private
parking lot with ample spaces.
Resident pays all utilities. $450.00
per month for a 12 month lease.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

.'.'2 S. Main St.
419-352 5620
\c\vv. newlovcrealty.com
ncwlol@docor.ncl

MONTESSORI
Extended care worker to work
M-F, 7:20-8:35 a.m.
Extended care worker to work
M-F, 3-5:45 p.m.
Lunch assistant to work
M-F, 11.30a.m.-1 p.m.
These positions are lor the 2003-04 |
academic school year. Exp w/
children necessary. Send resume
and 3 rel. letters to Montessorl
School ol BG. 630 S. Maple St..
Bowling Green. OH 43402
Immediately! We will be
interviewing the week ol April 28.
Now hiring lor Summer Employment
Raise money for BGSU while building your resume, work a flexible
schedule & earn S7.25/hr. on campus. Call 3720400 or email:
ryan. gallagher 0 ruffalocody.com
LIFEGUARDS- Summer & Fall hrs.
avail. High school dipioma/GED &
Lifeguard certification are required.
Salary $8.25/hr. Applicalion packet
may be obtained from Wood County
Board of MR/DD, 11160 E. Gypsy
Ln. Rd, Bowling Green, Ent. B. Monday -Friday, 8:00am-4 30pm. E.O.E.

Wanted
1 or 2 Subleasers needed
lor 2 bdrm. apt Avail 8/22
Great Location. 419-266-0588
1 sublsf male or female
747 Clough. May thru Aug. 03.
Please call Liz at 419-354-7632.

Sitter for 2 children, ages 5 8 6.
5 to 10 pm. May 14, 15. 28, 29.
Own transportation 419-373-0897.
Spring/Summer/Fall Work. Golf
Shop, Bag Room Attendants.
Flexible hrs, free golf, meal
discounts, uniforms provided. Exp.
helplul but not needed. Stop in the
Brandywme CC Golf Shop to apply.
6904 Salisbury Rd. Maumee

Grad. tickets needed lor 9:30
graduation with College ol Arts &
Sciences. Will pay!! Call Heidi at
691-2060
Singer- 2nd guitar warned lor
established classic to new rock
band. All seasoned players lor
outdoor, festival & dub gigs.
Praclice in Findlay. 419-423-4722

STAVING FOR SUMMER????
ARE YOU SICK OF J.O.B.'s
$2000.00- $4000.00 PER MONTH

Subleaser needed lor Aug.
2 bdrm. apt, own room. $225/mo.
214-5487

Internships &
Scholarships Awarded
Valuable Work Experience
Excellent Income
Awesome Atmosphere
Increase People Skills
Increase Resume Value
Team Atmosphere
Flexible Start Dates
INTERVIEWING NOW
TOLEDO AREA
1-800-809-9006

Help Wanted

400 counselors/instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Pocono PA.
Lohikan8004884321ww.lohikan.com
Bartender trainee* needed.
$250 a day potential. Local
positions 1 -800-293-3985 ext. 541

-

or by calling 419-372-9200-^
Special Guests

Help Wanted

Classified Ads*372-6977

Child care needed in our Sylvania
home lor our 11 & 13 yr old. Must be
avail, lor entire summer, June 5 to
Aug. 27, btwn 8am-5pm M-F Must
have a car & ret. Please send 1 pg
description ol your qualifications to
PO Box 664 Sylvania OH 43560.
Cleaning & Miscellaneous help
needed starting in May.
Please call 353-0325
Earn 2nd income without a second
JOB. Demonstration by appt.
419-288-2561

Tired of draining your Piggy
Bank?? Summer Work is Avail.
Internships & Scholarships awarded
Valuable work experience
Excellent Income
Enjoyable work atmosphere
Flexible schedules
Increase your people skills
Increase your resume value
Team atmosphere
Flexible start dates
Possible earnings S368-S1250/wk
Interviewing now! Toledo area
Call 1-800-809-9006
Start making $$$ today!

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2003-2004
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
710 EIGHTH SREET - Newer 3 bdrm., 2 bath house
washer/dryer hook-up, limit 3 people. $999 per mo.
Deposit $940.
Avail. 8/21/03 to 8/7/04.
714 EIGHTH STREET Unit #A - 2 BR duplex.
Limit 2 people. $660.00 per month. Air Conditioning
Avail. 8/21/03 to 8/7/04.
146 1/2 MANVILLE - One BR upper unit. Limit 2
people. $473.00 per month.
Avail. 5/17/03 to 5/8/04.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(419) 354-2260 M-F - 8:30 to 5:30, Sat - 8:30 to 5:00
wwwjohnnewloverealestate.com

Preferred Properties Co.
Rentals that won't
break the bank
320 Elm St. #A-D: One bedroom
furnished apartments FREE WATER &
SEWER. Resident pays electric/ heat only
Private parking lot Close to Campus
S385.00 per month for a 12 month lease

RELIABLE CAR?,
DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED

FOR FALL 2003

Make your home at:
Newly Renovated Haven House • Updated
Fox Run • Piedmont • Newly Renovated
Rirchwood •Triplex
Models Now Open
Call
Summer
Rales at
Piedmont & Fox
Run Starling at

Deliver BG News up to 3 hours every morning, M-F.
• REQUIREMENTS
-Reliable car (truck preferred) with insurance

$250/mo.

-Ability to work M-F at 5:30 AM to 8:30 AM

320 Elm St. ttF: Two bedroom
furnished apartment FREE WATER S.
SEWER Resident pays electric/ heat only
Private parking lot. Close to Campus
$525.00 (2-3 people) for a 12 month lease.

NEWI9VE
Rentals

-100% reliable with an outstanding
employment history
• BENEFITS
-$10-$15 Per Hour
-Weekends FREE

'i2 S. Main M
!■« lev L'ftVlfo n'lll
\. I. ■ I "il.i.nr n.'l

Apply in person M-F 8-5 PM
204 West Hall

530 S. Maple St.

Mon-Frl. 8-12,1-4:30

FREE

Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
•Indoor Heated Pool
•New Equipment
•Sauna
•Updated Lighting
•HydraSpa Whirlpool
Professional Trainers (avail, after May 15)

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

Marketing Associate
Local investment advisory practice
looking lor an individual who is selfmotivated w/excellent verbal skills
lor telephone-based marketing.
NO direct selling. Position will
provide right person w/excellent
opportunity to grow & learn exciting
industry the right way. Competitive
hourly wage. Fax resume to
419-891-2281 il interested

"Apartments» Rooms 03-04
Apts-311 & 316 E. Merry.
2 lg. bdrms, starts at $560/mo.
Rooms next to campus. $225Vmo.
Includes utilities
Also, summer only rentals avail.
Call (419) 353-0325 9am-9pm.

2 bdrm. apt. avail May 15 $600, located on campus. NO pets and yr.
lease required. Call 354-0229.

Work on the river this summer.
Zia's at the Docks ot International
Park is now hiring. Apply
in person alter 2pm.

For Sale
$500 Police Impounds1
Cars/trucks/SUV's from $500.
Hondas. Chevys & more1 For listings
call 800-719-3001 exl. 4558
Couch. $75. Loveseat $50
or both lor $100. Futon lor $100.
All in good condition. 353-4704
Desk $30
Call Karen
419-352-2143

Ford 94 Mustang
5 spd. V6, Excellent cond. Sunrool
$5,800,419-353-3776

"Newly advertised Apt. Listings.
1 Bdrm, very Lg. Liv/Bdrm. incl. util.
2 Bdrm. good shape, incl. most util.
Rooms. $225/mo. incl util. next to
campus. Also Eff & others avail.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm.

2 bdrm. unfurnished for Aug. 710
Seventh St. Quiet seniors & grads.
new kitchens, heat paid 352-3445

"Reduced house rent on last lg.
house. 211 E. Reed St House- 304
Court St- Up. lg. 2 bdrms, incl. all
util. Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

3 Subleasers needed lor 3 bdrm.
house this summer, 6/1- 8/15.
$650/mo . util. 352-7444

03-04 apt /house 3 bdrm. $750
2 bdrm $400-650
ett-1 bdrm. $250-350

Buckeye Sell Storage
Store your stuff for the summer.
Many sizes avHil. Call Buckeye Inn
S Studios ,117 tin-,• 352 15?0
For rent: 4 bdrm. 1 bth. house @
516 E. Reed avail Aug. 16 for a 12
mo. lease $1050mo House in good
shape w/nice backyd., carpeted. 1/2
block from campus, w/otf St parking.
Unlurn applic. inclu. no dogs. sec.
dep required, contact
jane at: janewurth01@aol.com

1 or 2 sublsrs. needed lor
2 bdrm. house Irom 5'15-8/8.

Call 353-0477.
1 or 2 sublsrs. needed. May 15. 03Aug. 15.03. $250 mo. ($125) plus
util. Own room. Call 419-354-0257.
1, 2 * 3 bdrm. apts. within
2 blocks ol campus lor 0304
school year Call 352-5239

2
1
1

Add'l. item. 11 25 ea $|
Good m BG only
a
'0 Years
Now

12 mo/leases starting
May 17. 2003:
230 N Enterprise »D
Br.-1 person- $390 • util.
266 Manville
Br- 2 person- $580 » util.
322 F Court #4- 1 Br.
person- $420 incl. all util.
415 E. Court #A
Br.- 1 person- $330 * util
415 E. Court #C
Br- 2 person- $450 + util.

Smith Apartment Rentals
419-352-8917

LARGE
CHEESE PIZZA

fnt

2 bdrm. apt. & 3 bdrm lownhouse
available for summer & fall leases.
Call 352 5822

^P^Bt 203 N. Main. BG.
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1 Settles down
6 Wideawake
11 Singer Bon Jovi

14 WWII vessel
15 Suburb ot Cleveland
16 Ot the ear: pret
17 Pop group brother
19 WWII zone
20Blun
21 Very pale green
23 Mountain climber
26 Purplish red
27 Bulrush
26 Meerschaum pan
32 Mine output
33 Port of Yemen
34 Slithering hisser
37 Rolling m dough
39 Camus play.'_.. de siege"
41 Taj Mahat site
42 Skewered entree
44 n
' ._. On position)
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53
55
56
57
62
63
64
65
66
67

Magna laude
Lawyers'grp.
Singer Rawls
Statuary stone
Steps over a fence
Ad as a lookout, eg
Support piece
Idle or Clapton
Medieval instruments
Alternative to capsules
Baseball brother
Premingerand Kruger
Nary a soul
_ tunnel syndrome
Type ot stage
Long-legged bird
Radioactivity unit
Acting family brother
That is: Lat
Little in Lille
Maternally related
Swedish cash
Corroded
Actress Uta
In a state o* turmoil
Phlebotomist
Strip in a shoe

Obtained
Sparkling
"_ kleme Nachtmusik"
III temper
Lament
Lunacy
Dimwit
Socialist grp.
Harmony group brother
Fragrant neckwear
Benefactor Yale
Muse ot poets
European eagle
Change prices
Republican Roosevelt
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Magnate's purvtew
Grin
Rough handler
Ant
Annoying tit
Fake coin
Now I get it!
Boy from the
Highlands
60 Inc. in Islington
61 Onental sauce
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

House lor 1 lemale subleaser. $350
mo. W all util covered 404 S. Col
lege. May 15-Aug. 15. Call Laura or
Sara at 352 6948

NEWLY REMODELED HOUSE
3 bdrm. den. 2 bth. 5th SI. $875/mo.
Avail Aug 15th Call 352-8872

3 bdrm house, close lo campus!
Call lor an appt. 686-3805

I argc 4 bdrm 2 bath home tor
lease. Immediate possession.
Call 419-867-1812.

NEEDED 2 SUBLEASERS
May-Aug. 2 bdrm, close to campus
oil-street parking, balcony. Must
see. Call Heather 352-1923

Prol. will share house w/Grad.
students or prot. 4 bdrms, 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot.
across Irom goll course. $255/mo.
incl. util 352-5523 after 7pm.

NEW HOUSE 3 bdrm. 2 bth, A/C,
util. rm. wstvdry hookup. Fifth St.
$875/mo. Avail May 15th 352-8872

Subleasers needed May thru Aug.
House, 828 Fifth St. 4 bdrm.
washer/dryer, A/C 419-352-5228

Cla-Zel. I heatre
Downtown BG • 353-1361
www cln zel com

■

"

ACROSS

Furn. Apt. avail May.
$495/mo * gas/elect. 801 Fifth St.
Call 419-344-0125
House lor Rent.
241 Manville
Please call 419-352 9392
House on 6th St looking for
1 -2 roommates lor the summer
$180/mo. Call 419-353-5470.

Last one avail. 2 bdrm. Heinzsite.
$820/mo. ♦ util. 1 1/2 bath. w/d. a/c.
parking, walk to campus. Avail Aug.
16, 03-Aug, 14, 04. 419-353-5800 or
419-230-4420 Patty

■

■

Fully turn studio. Free util.. cable 8
phone Walk to campus. May rent
mo. to mo only $595 or wkly. lor
$180 1-419-360-3399.

D.|iv„y

^SfP±g 419-352-5166

-
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BG Apts -818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 & gas.'elec 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917

1 bdrm. unfurnished apt.
$390/mo. Available now! No pets

2

^

1

1

I

2003-04 Apartments
800 Third St.
3 blocks off campus Call 354-9740

Call 419-353-8206.

1

rx

1

Call 686-4651.
2 bdrm. fum. or unfurn. apts. 724
6th St. 705 7th SI. $460 mo. 1 yr.
lease - $525 mo. school year lease.
Call 354-0914

For Rent

•"New lower Prices on Lg houses.
Lg 2 bdrm- 304 Court, up. $675/mo.
incl. all util Very Lg 3 bdrm. 211 E.
Reed. $1050/mo Inquire on 3 Bdrm
avail. $900/mo. incl all util Also Ell
8 others avail. Call 353-0325. 9-9

2 bdrm. apt., excellent cond.
Close 10 University"

"Fully lurnished etticiency. $465 for
1 person. Monthly leases, includes
all utilities, cable, phone Call
Buckeye Inn S Studios, 352 1520.

$150 OBO.
Call 353-3892.

*
"
"

■'■'

419-352-4650

Double bed, very jood cond.M

The Daily Crossword Fix

Summer subleaser wanted New 2
bdrm house 714 A Bth St. A/C.
yard. $ negotiable. 419-290-1509
Summer subleasers 239 Manville
3 bdrm house, close to campus.
Call Brian or Jefl 419 214 4143
Summer sublet needed
Great turn. 1 bdrm. Reg $455/mo;
now $325/mo 419-373 9889

What a girl wants
Daily 5:00 PG

Mon Thur <Q<

ri-Sun 9 Lunch

The Quiet American
Daily 7:00
R

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE

RABBIT PROOF FENCE
Daily 9:00
PG

Create, Imagine,
Explore the World
of the Child:
Be a Montessori
Teacher!
The Montessori
Teacher Education
Institute of
Bowling Green
419-352-4203
www.wcnet.org/-montesso/
Classes begin
|une 16, 2003
Early Registration
Discount by
May 1

Rent went up
Roommate moved out
Tuition just increased

•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes

Now What???

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

Summei
Storage!

We can help... up to $23,000
Tuition Assistance
plus a paycheck!!
On campus in Student Employment

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520

April 22nd
April 24th

Career Services
Career Services

For more info contact: Steve Eich at detlsje(.i>ups.com

Your future

Highland

.,

Management

won't wait.

130 E. Washington St., BG

(419) 354-6036
9 AM - 5PM

Register for summer classes now!
They're smaller, only run 6 or 8 weeks and you'll get the credit you need.
Online registration-http://conted. bgsu.edu
STAR registration-419.372.8966
Summer HELP-line-419.372.9141

1st month 1/2 off!
Low Security Deposits!
(tor Highland & jay-Mar only).
Jay-Mar Apt!.- Senior Grad
Housing, Newly remodeled
with 2 bedrooms, dlshwaeher

end specious, beeutltul rooms.
Starts SSW. 11 mo. leese.
The Highlands- Senlor'Grad
Housing, i Bdrm. spacious,
large closers, all new windows, carpet, some * new Kitchens & baths
Starts $395 12 mo lease
The Homestead- Grad
Housing, AC, great location.
ceramic tile, soundproof cons..
dishwashers, sky lights, vaulted
ceilings Starts 1510/monlh
We'll lake care ot you. Best
price, well-maintained, privacy
& dead boll secunty. large
apis., 24-hr maintenance On
site laundry.

Class schedules at http://conted.bgsu.edu

Summer at BGSU—
Small College Atmosphere, Major University Opportunities

KEYC0DE
70160103

bghlghlandmgmt.com
hlghland@wcnat.org

i

■
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The Sign Says It All
SO Down!
Internet
Tanni
24/7 computer lab/same

&

Q
Cync&we'
Collrgintc Residences

353-5100
706 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
www.suhenclave.com
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SUH® is a trademark of SUH®, Inc.
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